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“When I think of MUS’s mission statement and the men that the school seeks to produce, there
is no better model of that statement than Mr. Haguewood. An academic, a servant, a leader,
and a man with an incredible moral compass. The MUS community is better for knowing him,
and I have to believe we all carry a little bit of him in us.” – Ben Adams ’01
See more comments from alumni, parents, faculty, and friends on pages 24-33.
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FROM THE EDITOR

When he accepted an
award a few years back,
Ellis Haguewood

you have shepherded, the alumni you have remembered.
(How do you recall all those names and faces, and jersey
numbers, and accomplishments, and career paths, and
progeny?) It’s about the men and women you have lifted up
with laser-focused eloquence in tributes and eulogies.
began by
Perhaps focusing on this parliament of Owls – and their
saying, “Thank you for those very flattering remarks. As Adlai
many
memories presented in this issue – will carry you
Stevenson once said, ‘I suppose flattery hurts no one, as long
through this crucible of praise.
as he doesn’t inhale.’”
Or perhaps it will help to focus on the words of Dutch
He also quoted Proverbs 27:21: “The crucible for silver
theologian Henri J.M. Nouwen: “By receiving we reveal to the
and the furnace for gold, but man is tested by the praise he
givers that they have gifts to offer. When we say, ‘Thank you,
receives.”
you gave me hope; thank you, you gave me a reason to live;
When a speaker praises the headmaster, one only has
thank you, you allowed me to realize my dream,’ we make
to watch him bow his head – as one waiting for a salvo to
givers aware of their unique and precious gifts. Sometimes it is
pass – to witness how truly humble the man is. Or to hear
only in the eyes of the receivers that givers discover their gifts.”
him express gratitude for those upon whose shoulders he
We in the MUS community have been the recipients
says he stands.
of
countless
gifts from you, Mr. Haguewood. Now it’s your
It is with this understanding, Mr. Haguewood, that we
must ask your forgiveness for the pages that follow. As Director turn. Thank you for accepting our gratitude, our tributes, our
admiration. Thank you for allowing us to discover our own
of Advancement Perry Dement half-joked when you urged
gifts in your eyes.
the downplay of – in the words of your alter ego E. Buddy
Haguewood – “hoopla and merrymaking” surrounding your
retirement:
LIZ COPELAND
“Too bad. It’s not just about you.”
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS
In a way, Perry’s right. It’s really about the generations of
LIZ.COPELAND@MUSOWLS.ORG
boys whose lives you have touched in nearly 50 years at MUS.
It’s about the parents you have advised, the faculty and staff
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Man for Owl Seasons
Ellis Haguewood has touched the lives of thousands
as leader, teacher, mentor, and friend
by Liz Copeland

IT WAS THE SUMMER OF ’69. Woodstock rocked the music world. The Miracle Mets shocked the baseball
world. Neil Armstrong stepped foot on the moon. And Ellis Haguewood stepped foot on the campus of
Memphis University School. One small step for man. One giant leap for School Day Picture Day, morning
announcements, teacher recruitment, academic advancement, campus improvement, and the character
and development of 48 years’ worth of boys.
Too much hoopla? Too much tinsel and glitter? Haguewood, an MUS teacher since the fall of 1969 and
headmaster since the fall of 1995, surely would say so. Although his doppelganger, E. Buddy Haguewood,
sometime School Day Picture Day master of ceremonies – and master of satire – might beg to differ (the
idiom, not the a cappella group).
There’s no denying that Ellis L. Haguewood’s sterling leadership and incisive wit – the latter personified in
the ’80s by E. Buddy – have influenced several generations within the MUS community. As the headmaster
has been fond of saying: “We are serious about what we do here, but we don’t take ourselves too seriously.”
In this vein, we offer a look back at the man and the myth, aided by many voices forming a chorus of
appreciation – mixed with a few laughs.
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CHAPTER ONE

Headmaster
DURING ELLIS HAGUEWOOD’S 22 YEARS AS HEADMASTER, more than 2,000 young men have
graduated from MUS. A dozen major campus construction projects have been completed. Hundreds of
speeches have been written and delivered. Millions have been raised in support of the school and its mission.
To many in the MUS community, however, Haguewood’s most impressive deed has been a moment of
personal connection.
Battle Williford ’01 recalls the touching letter he received from Haguewood when his father
died. “When you get a letter like that from someone you admire so much, it becomes incredibly
meaningful. Even though I graduated 15 years ago, Mr. Haguewood finds ways to stay in touch,
and he continues to influence my life,” says Williford, a vice president at Financial Federal Bank
in Nashville.
Amin Shazly ’02, an anesthesiologist in Philadelphia, tells of an act of kindness when a
cross country meet was cancelled due to weather. “After school, I went to the starting line, but
unfortunately, no one else showed up. (Back then, we didn’t have cell phones to call our parents.)
Mr. Haguewood drove by and offered me a ride home. Although I lived about 20 minutes away
from MUS, the headmaster still gave an eighth grader a ride home.”
Stephen Maroda ’08 remembers an encounter that might have gone quite differently.
“I can picture Mr. Haguewood coming down the senior hallway to see it filled with Hawaiianshirted students sitting in beanbag chairs making the hallway impassable,” says Maroda, now a
strategist at co:collective, New York City. “Rather than erupt or show his disgust as he escorted
prospective students and parents, he simply looked each of us in the eyes and said, ‘Gentlemen,
would you mind tidying up the hallway, please? Thank you.’ We got up fast, and he kept right on
his way. He was calm, cool, and collected.”
The headmaster/teacher’s wise words in seventh-grade Old Testament class made an impression on Nick Schwartz ’14, a junior at MIT. Schwartz and his classmates were trying – and
repeatedly failing – to twirl pencils around their fingers. “Most of the time I dropped the pencil
onto my desk, an incorrigible action that seemed to produce a cacophonous thunder. The first
time I correctly spun a pencil, I visibly lit up, and Mr. Haguewood took note. ‘Congratulations,
Nick. Now, with great power comes great responsibility.’ Mr. Haguewood taught me the importance of being humble and sharing my newly acquired talents with the rest of the class.”
Karen Moss, owner of Better Bodies Yoga in Memphis, says she will never forget the first time she heard the
headmaster’s annual football dinner speech. “It was mind-blowing,” says Moss, mother of Marcus Moss
’04 and Joel Moss ’09. “He made a personal comment to every football player on the team, including their
football numbers, without a single note to refer to.”
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For Analice Sowell, now chair of the Science Department, the moment of connection
occurred during her interview with several administrators for a chemistry teaching position
– her “dream job” – which had come available after an instructor had taken an extended
Spring Break without permission.
“I felt like I was in front of a firing squad,” says Sowell, who had been a research chemist at
Buckeye Technologies. “The interview was drawing to a close when Mr. Haguewood asked
if I had any questions. I replied, ‘Could you please elaborate on your expectations of a faculty member?’ I was thinking he might talk about professional development or community
outreach (which are important here). But Mr. Haguewood looked at me and said, ‘We’d like
for you to show up for work every day.’ We all laughed; he looked at the others and said, ‘I’m
ready to offer her a contract. Anyone disagree?’ No concerns were voiced, and he stood up,
walked over to me, and said, ‘Welcome to MUS.’”
A NEW ERA
In 1994 the Board of Trustees enlisted a search firm to identify the next headmaster. Bill
Campbell, appointed to the post in 1992, had announced his departure following the
1994-95 school year. The search yielded 85 qualified applicants including 23 headmasters, but
Upper School Principal Ellis Haguewood had strong support in the community.
Dr. John Harkins, school archivist and historian, wrote a letter to Board Chairman Kent Wunderlich
’66, expressing the prevailing sentiment. Describing Haguewood as “intelligent, insightful, fair-minded,
decisive, tactful, and considerate,” Harkins wrote, “He can make tough decisions and stick to them. He has
the ability to chastise an individual and usually have the corrected party feel that Haguewood has really
done him a favor. That is a rare managerial talent. … Frankly, I sometimes think that Ellis Haguewood may
be too good to be true. I do not understand how a person so talented, effective, and admired as he is can also
be so genuinely modest and unassuming.”
Haguewood had been serving as interim headmaster for four months when Wunderlich and the Board of
Trustees announced they had found the next headmaster in their own backyard. A teacher for 26 years,
Haguewood had taken on increasing administrative duties beginning in 1992 – director of student activities,
director of Summer School, dean of students, and finally Upper School principal. His resume also included
a host of other roles, including yearbook advisor, literary magazine advisor, and clerk of the course for track
meets. He had not originally sought the position, but when asked to apply, he saw the opportunity to effect
greater change.
“I had been here long enough to feel like I knew areas in which we could be a lot better,” Haguewood says. “To
be in charge of hiring – what a great way to shape a school.”
Chuck Smith ’66, then a trustee, remembers the night the Board selected him. “He was so
humble and simply wanting to serve,” says Smith, chairman of National Guard Products.
Wunderlich’s announcement to students and faculty on October 17, 1995, “was greeted with a
lengthy, thunderous, standing ovation,” Harkins wrote in the MUS Century Book (2002). “Students and
faculty seemed equally elated.”
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Although essentially doing the job for months, Haguewood had been concerned about his limited administrative experience. “I felt relieved that the Board had enough confidence in me that they would go out on a
limb and give me a shot at being headmaster.”
Haguewood set to work selecting his administrative team, which included moving Lower School principal
Barry Ray to Upper School principal and bringing in Rick Broer as Lower School principal. He also
began working with the Board on wide-ranging goals that would lead, in his first decade, to renovation and
construction projects encompassing Hull Lower School, Dunavant Upper School, the Campus Center/
Dining Hall, the Dunavant-Wellford Tennis Center, the McCaughan Science Center, and the school’s technology systems. He would lead a capital campaign that would raise $22 million for the school.
Later major additions would include Bloodworth Music Studio, Stokes Stadium, Thorn Field baseball
grandstand, the Field House indoor sports facility, the Robotics Lab, the Kroeker-Petrosyan Fencing Center,
and many other improvements.
Under his leadership enrollment would grow from 557 students in 1995-96 to 620 today. The Annual Fund
would increase from $250,000 annually to over $1.3 million last year.
More important, however, are the student metrics that serve as indicators of the overall quality of MUS academics today: Average ACT and
SAT scores run 30 percent above national averages. The National Merit
Scholarship Corporation typically recognizes 20-25 percent of the
senior class. More than 90 percent of MUS students score a 3 or above on
Advanced Placement tests.
The most crucial factor in these and other accomplishments, Haguewood
says, is hiring excellent people.
“I am very hands-on in the hiring process because I think it is so important
to find people who are experts in their fields, who are passionate about
what they do, and who fit with the MUS culture,” he said in the December
2009 issue of MUS Today. “Finding the right people is a bigger challenge
than recruiting new students or raising money because the people who
teach and coach and lead our boys make this school great.”
Drawing from his experience as a teacher,
Haguewood has continued to foster an
environment of academic freedom for
instructors and professional development
for both faculty and staff. In 2015, based on
Left, Ellis Haguewood addresses attendees
at Baccalaureate. Right, rendering of the
Campus Center, opened in 2001
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an anonymous survey of MUS employees, The Commercial Appeal named MUS the Top Workplace in the
schools category and also presented a special merit award for leadership.
Employee comments from the survey included a simple tribute to the headmaster: “The administration is
run by a person of great integrity.”

INFLUENTIAL ADMINISTRATOR
Haguewood has also been involved in the Mid-South and Tennessee school communities over the years,
serving in leadership roles for the Memphis Association of Independent Schools and the Tennessee
Association of Independent Schools. Along the way he has earned the respect of school leaders, including
Brad Gioia, headmaster at Montgomery Bell Academy in Nashville.
“I have always appreciated Ellis for his kindness, level-headedness, and humility,” Gioia says. “He has built a
wonderful community at MUS. His love for people, teaching, and the small and large moments at a school
reveal the tremendous care he has for the life of a school and its people. Ellis Haguewood has immersed
himself in the best routines and experiences a school can offer, and he and [his wife] Peggy have shaped
MUS in ways which will forever make that community better and greater.”
Brother Chris Englert, president of crosstown rival Christian Brothers High School, also offers a word
of appreciation. “Few schools can match the historical and passionate rivalry between MUS and CBHS.
However, when it comes to educating young men, Ellis has always promoted a collegial relationship. A man
of knowledge and insight, wit and charm, Ellis has been a stable anchor at MUS for decades. I have quietly
admired his loyalty to MUS, to his wife and family, and to his friends. Memphis owes its loyalty and gratitude
to a man who has selflessly served the educational needs of this city.”
Haguewood has been an active member of the Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association Division
II Committee since 1997, serving several terms as chairman. Athletic Director Bobby Alston says
Haguewood has played a key role in decisions that affect athletics at MUS and across the state, including
classification concerns, state tournament formats, and financial aid rules and interpretations.
“While others have come and gone, Ellis has provided unselfish service to all D-II schools, helping mediate
the relationships between the schools and the TSSAA,” Alston says. “He has been the one constant since the
committee was formed.”
In recognition for his service, TSSAA named Haguewood to its Hall of Fame this spring.
The case for his nomination includes 40 MUS state championships won during his tenure and the high level
of Owl participation in school athletics (80 percent of students), which Alston attributes in large part to
Haguewood’s support.

CHAPTER ONE

In his nomination letter, former TSSAA Director Ronnie Carter extolled Haguewood for his service. “He is
not just a contributor but one of the great leaders for schools in general and independent schools in particular. He is always a very intelligent and sound voice of reasoning sitting at any table. He has done so much
for MUS and the Memphis area, but bigger than that, for the state of Tennessee and the TSSAA,” Carter says.
“There is no doubt that we probably abused Ellis because we wanted him involved in meetings and on committees every time. You always saw his feel for the importance of athletics, but athletics kept in its proper
perspective.”
SUPERLATIVE COMMUNICATOR
One of Haguewood’s strengths as headmaster has been his ability to express his ideas eloquently – to write
essays and letters with scholarship and humor, and to hit just the right note in speeches tailored for a variety
of audiences and occasions. His vast collection of writings includes regular columns in MUS Today and
Inside MUS; speeches for Parents Back-to-School Day, Graduation and Baccalaureate; tributes for Faculty
Portrait Series honorees; and eulogies for friends and co-workers. (Read a selection of Haguewood’s writings
on page 50.)
Former MUS Board Chair Ben Adams ’74 has marveled at Haguewood’s ability to capture his
audience. “His unique combination of references to the Bible and literature with his dry sense
of humor and conviction always made his message clear, compelling, and memorable,” says
Adams, chairman and CEO of Baker Donelson.
Sandy Willson, senior minister at Second Presbyterian Church, deems his Baccalaureate speeches “worthy
of publication.”
Haguewood often speaks from memory, recounting the Top 10 events of the year in reverse order at a donor
reception or reeling off numbers, positions, and comments about athletes at a sports banquet.
He downplays such performances as his “monkey trick.” Despite the apparent ease of his delivery, his presentations – and even important conversations – require preparation. “I am not that good extemporaneously.
I think ahead. If I am put in this situation, what would I say?”
Margaret Wellford Tabor has witnessed Haguewood’s thoughtful nature. “To some Ellis may seem reserved,
one who observes but rarely interacts,” says Tabor, mother of Owen ’85 and Wellford ’86, grandmother of
Sherman ’15 and Harrison ’17. “I believe that he is always participating, silently, thoughtfully, or in words
which never seem rehearsed.”
There is one performance he likely never had to practice – the traditional “15 Snappy Rahs” cheer at pep
rallies and special events.
Stephen Maroda ’08 clearly recalls this tradition: “I have a vivid picture in my head of Mr.
Haguewood stepping up to the stage at pep rallies, coolly sliding off his coat, and clearing his
throat before saying, ‘Let’s make these quick and snappy!’ Though he did not convey much
visible emotion as headmaster, when he led the school in ‘15 Snappy Rahs,’ I could tell he was
enjoying himself.”
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CHAPTER TWO

Husband and Father
PEGGY JEAN GRANDI, SEATED NEXT TO ELLIS LAVERT HAGUEWOOD in seventh grade at Harding
Academy, was first drawn to her classmate because he made her laugh, but she soon also recognized his
ability to lead. He was elected president of the class, a post he retained through their senior year – when he
was “Most Likely to Succeed” and she was “Friendliest.” They would both graduate from Harding College in
1967 and get married a year later.
Peggy, a Harding Academy history and government instructor who retired from teaching after Ellis became
headmaster, has been ever at his side, attending ball games, hosting coffees and luncheons, and making
everyone she encounters feel welcome and embraced. (Read more about Peggy and the Haguewoods’ early
years on page 36.)
“Peggy is a woman of talent, energy, and thoughtfulness. She is the perfect companion to a great
man,” says Rusty Bloodworth ’63, a friend since childhood, now executive vice president of
Boyle Investment Company. The boys met at Sunday School when they were 6.
When the Haguewoods’ son, Alan, was born in September 1971, Andrew Wu ’75 remembers
his teacher coming into eighth-grade English class. “He had a rather dazed expression, but with
a smile,” says Wu, a radiologist in Raleigh, NC. “And he was somewhat at a loss for words, not
something common for our English teacher. I remember him trying to describe his emotions.
Always thoughtful. But as I recall, Mr. Haguewood wasn’t really able to say much.”
Lisa, born two years later, and Alan saw their father’s values played out in everyday life, as he coached their
athletic teams, played with them after work, and taught them
invaluable lessons. Lisa Haguewood, now a communications
specialist for Ronald McDonald House Charities of
Memphis, describes how her father lived the
school’s motto Veritas Honorque. On a visit
to the Mid-South Fair for her 12th birthday, the
youthful-looking Lisa was admitted on a child’s
ticket.
“When my dad found out, he made me go back
and pay the extra amount,” she says. “He enforced
the Honor Code even in our family.”
Recently, on a family trip to New Orleans, Lisa was
lagging behind the group due to a foot injury, and she
Ellis and Peggy Haguewood on
their wedding day, June 1, 1968
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Alan and Lisa Haguewood, mid-1970s

was concerned about getting separated. Her father circled back to join her. “He said, ‘I’ve got you. You’re with
me,’” Lisa says. “That’s my semper fidelis story. He is honest, loyal, and faithful.”
Alan Haguewood, now a corporate attorney with International Paper, remembers as a kid meeting his dad
at the door, baseball and glove in hand. “Before even going into the house from work, he was squatting down
to play catcher as I pitched to him. The same thing has played out with my three kids. The demands of his job
have not gotten easier, but he meets them outside to play basketball.”
Alan also describes his dad’s ability to stay calm in times of trouble and his capacity for forgiveness. Alan was
15 when he arranged pillows in his bed to make it appear that he was sleeping, slipped out of the house, and
took the family car so he could meet up with a friend. His father, thinking Alan was asleep in his bed, called
the police to report the car stolen.
“When I drove back home he was standing at the door, incredibly calm. He seemed relieved that I was OK,”
Alan says.
At the same time, his father was fair and just. “Of course, I was grounded.”
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Teacher
HAGUEWOOD OFTEN SAYS HE INTERPRETS THE HEADMASTER ROLE AS HEAD TEACHER,
and more than two decades of full-time English- and Bible-teaching experience have informed his work.
In addition to his duties as headmaster, he also taught a seventh-grade Old Testament class for 16 years.
He has received recognition for his work in the classroom – the 1990 John M. Nail Outstanding Teaching
Award (presented by the senior class) and the 1992 Distinguished Teaching Award – but he most treasures
responses from his students.
“Occasionally a student will say, ‘That was my favorite class,’ or ‘I appreciate you teaching me how to write.’
‘You really encouraged me when you told me I wrote a good essay.’ That means a lot,” Haguewood says. “I
enjoyed teaching grammar because I understood it, and I thought I could make kids understand it. I could
think of shortcuts and ways to remember things. I enjoyed teaching vocabulary because I enjoyed illustrating a word and making sure students didn’t confuse it with some other word that I often confused it with. I
loved teaching literature and the fact that I could pretty much select my own texts.”
Haguewood’s first teaching job was at Sand Flat School in Marshall County, MS (now H.W. Byers High
School), where he taught English and French for a year.
Driving down to Holly Springs that summer of 1968, he was hired on the spot – without so much as a look
at his transcript. Sand Flat had been an all-black school, serving grades 8-12 in the largely agricultural area,
and it was under pressure to desegregate. Although standing in front of a class was intimidating at first,
Haguewood says, “You just imitate what your previous teachers had done. That’s called teaching.”
The novice instructor must have made an impression on his students: 20 years later they invited him to the
Class of 1968 reunion, which he attended.
Stories from Haguewood’s Mississippi teaching experience
include a surreal encounter with the law. One night, while
driving to a Sand Flat parent meeting with a fellow teacher, a
state trooper pulled Haguewood over for speeding and told
him to follow his car to the home of the justice of the peace.
The justice, interrupted watching Gunsmoke, levied a fine
that was more than they had in their wallets. Facing a night
in the Holly Springs jail, Haguewood stayed with the judge –
drinking tea and watching TV – while his passenger drove
to school and borrowed the cash to buy their freedom.
The Owl, 1975: Mr. Haguewood’s “Man’s Search for Himself ”
class studies Faust outside on a beautiful day.
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The next summer he interviewed at MUS with Col. Ross
Lynn – the headmaster he would come to so admire he would
choose Ross as his son’s middle name – and he was hired.

MAN’S SEARCH FOR HIMSELF
READING LIST

In the alternately hot/cold classroom in what is now the
balcony area of the chapel, Haguewood began teaching
eighth-grade English and ninth-grade Bible. (“A year to cover
Old Testament, New Testament, and church history – impossible.”) He also taught the junior-senior elective Man’s Search
for Himself, selecting texts he enjoyed reading (see sidebar at
right).

When Ellis Haguewood inherited an
English elective titled Man’s Search for
Himself in 1969, he soon made it his
own, choosing books, writings, and
films that he enjoyed. Following are
some of the pieces he chose:

In those early days, Haguewood remembers, roaches roamed
at night, crunching underfoot, and in the spring, clouds of
termites swarmed and then quickly perished, their carcasses
littering the classrooms. “Termites tunneled up from the floor,
across the bookcase and through the books,” he says. “They
stopped at Great Expectations. Couldn’t stomach it.”
Although he had considered teaching at the college level, he
soon found a home at MUS, where he enjoyed academic freedom in the classroom and teaching above-average, motivated
students.
One of those students was Linton Weeks
’72, who participated in an independent study
course with Haguewood examining American
novels. For Weeks, an editor and staff writer at
The Washington Post for 19 years and a national
correspondent for NPR for eight years, it was an illuminating
experience. “Ellis Haguewood is one of those rarest of teachers
who expanded my mind and opened my heart to a larger, more
complicated, more fascinating world – through the study of
great literature.”
With his youthful appearance and slender
build, Haguewood blended in with the students.
Memphis dentist Steve Bledsoe ’70 remembers
Hal McGeorge ’70 walking up behind the young
teacher and shouting, “Hey, seventh grader, get out
of the senior hall!”
“Ellis found the whole incident amusing and to this
day has been very kind toward me,” says McGeorge
of Putnum GM in San Mateo, CA.
In the early days, Haguewood and fellow English teacher
Norman Thompson shared an office. (Read Thompson’s
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Oedipus the King
by Sophocles
The Old Testament Book
of Ecclesiastes
The Old Man and the Sea
by Ernest Hemingway
The Once and Future King
by T.H. White
All the King’s Men
by Robert Penn Warren
(“best American novel ever”)
Man’s Search for Meaning
by Viktor Frankl
Brave New World
by Aldous Huxley
Triumph of the Will,
1935 Nazi propaganda film
Night and Fog,
1956 French documentary
on Nazi prison camps

CHAPTER THREE

tribute on page 64.) Hugh Francis ’76, now a Memphis surgeon, remembers the office was
a popular hangout during morning break. “Students and teachers talked together, and both
sides listened. Questions were asked: ‘Why?’ ‘What then?’ ‘What did you think might happen?’
Proper boundaries were enforced, and amnesty was never offered; but when something was
funny, everyone laughed,” Francis says. “In raising our sons [Hugh ’06, Kent ’08, and Edward
’12] I tried this strategy of treating you like an adult even though you are not one yet, and it worked well …
sometimes.”
Bestselling non-fiction author and journalist Hampton Sides ’80 remembers Haguewood’s
distinctive teaching style. “He had the driest wit on the planet. And he had a deep love for the
nooks and crannies of the English language. I remember the peculiarly theatrical way he used to
adjust his glasses before advancing a point. There was a minimalism behind his style of performance art, with lots of pregnant pauses and sidelong glances for emphasis. There was a cogent
and sensible minimalism behind his pedagogy, too. He made us master a simple, tried-and-true form: the
five-paragraph theme. It consisted of an intro, three points, and a concluding paragraph. That structure
became indelibly etched onto my brain. Even now, with little arguments around the house (like explaining
to my wife why I should not take out the garbage today), I think in terms of the five-paragraph structure.
Like Ellis himself, it is a form you can count on as rock bed truth. If only the rest of my life made half as much
sense!”
Another student who went on to a career in journalism, Southern Living Editor-in-Chief
Sid Evans ’87, recalls two sides of his former instructor. “He taught me to appreciate literature
and made me want to study English in college, which ultimately led to my profession,” Evans says.
“He was also my homeroom teacher, and he wanted to win the can drive more than anything.
He was like Gene Hackman in Hoosiers, pushing everyone to bring in more cans, to dig deep, to beat the
other homerooms with grit and perseverance. We ultimately lost because some kid’s dad worked for a food
company and brought in 5,000 cans on the last day – a heartbreaking loss – but it taught me something
about motivating a team and pursuing a goal. Not to mention having fun.”
Hal Bailey ’87, chief revenue officer for LaterPay, says he is grateful for Haguewood’s ability
to encourage students. “Let’s just say I was not the best vocabulary student. One week I miraculously studied well and thought I did really well on the test. While grading, Mr. Haguewood
called me up to his desk and asked me the definition or context of two words. I answered
[correctly], and he showed me the test. I had gotten everything right on the test except what was
clearly a mistake in the name/definition matching section. He gave me a 100 and congratulated me, saying,
‘You now know what you can do.’”
Lee Huff ’93, financial controller at PolyCase Ammunition in Savannah, GA, describes himself
as a quiet student. “I didn’t like to share in class, but Mr. Haguewood had seen my writing and
thought I had good ideas. He said, ‘If you don’t open your mouth, you let others talk for you. And
if you do that now, you will float through your life with no impact.’ It was a turning point for me.
… I learned to value my own opinions and ideas and to express them whenever appropriate.”
John Stout ’72, chairman and CEO of Plaza Belmont Management Group based in Shawnee
Mission, KS, remembers the teacher’s care and concern when he contracted spinal meningitis
as a junior. “It was highly contagious, and visitors were required to wear protective masks and
clothing. Outside of family, I did not get many visitors to the hospital. The first non-family member to visit me was Mr. Haguewood. He truly showed that he cared, and it had a positive impact
on my recovery.”
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CHAPTER FOUR

Yearbook Advisor
IN 1972 HAGUEWOOD EARNED HIS MASTER’S IN ENGLISH from Memphis State University, and he
received a new assignment at MUS: yearbook advisor.
“I got to be yearbook advisor because I came out to school at the wrong time on the wrong day to check my
mail,” Haguewood says.
The administrative triumvirate of Ross Lynn, Gene Thorn, and Leigh MacQueen intercepted him and
bestowed the new title.
Haguewood remembers telling them, “I don’t know anything about yearbooks.” He also recalls their reply:
“Doesn’t matter. We don’t care.”
So began a 15-year stretch as yearbook advisor. “We didn’t really know what we were doing,” he says.

From The Owl, 1986: Proofreading a spread turned in during December, Mr. Haguewood and Editor-in-Chief
Shelley Harrison recrop a picture while Hadley Hamilton and Ads Editor Brian Yates watch in awe.
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Haguewood’s mark is on The Owl from 1973-1987.
Each has a theme, and each provides not only the
history of the school, but also gives a feel for the
times. For Haguewood and his crew of volunteers in
this pre-digital era, most Saturdays leading up to the
February deadline were spent at school, typewriting
copy, laying out pages, and developing, printing, and
cropping photos. In those days the students sold
advertising, as well.
John Marcom ’75 remembers
Haguewood’s “very kind words” to his
parents about his management of the
1975 yearbook, “which finally allayed
their suspicions that during all those
hours I was spending at school and upstairs (a) I
was actually working on the yearbook and (b) it was
worthwhile. It was something about [how] my executive skills proved I could run anything.” Marcom is
now a senior vice president at Time Inc.
“Yearbook editors were permitted to come
by Mr. Haguewood’s home when particularly critical issues arose,” Memphis
surgeon Hugh Francis ’76 says. “I can
still remember Mrs. Haguewood’s warm,
cordial greeting at suppertime as toddlers Lisa and
Alan scurried about. We had yearbook decisions to
make!”
Jeff Lewis ’88, now a director at FedEx,
jumped into the breach during a deadline crunch for the ’87 yearbook. “Mr.
Haguewood rarely got rattled. However,
in my junior year, the yearbook editor
basically vanished. We had just a few weeks to send
the final version to the publisher. Man, was he stressed
and a bit out of sorts. He pulled himself together and
helped rally the staff. We got the yearbook out on
time!”
In the 1986 yearbook, Editor Shelley Harrison ’86,
relegated Haguewood’s photo to the index as an act
of friendly retribution. Harrison’s photo had been
placed in the index of the 1981 annual after it had
been left out of the seventh-grade section. “Mr. Ellis
Haguewood is a great guy. The yearbook people love
him,” Harrison’s caption read. “It’s a shame he had to
be put in the index this year. See the 1981 Owl, page
253, for a better understanding.” (Read the poem
Harrison recently composed in Haguewood’s honor
at right.)

Oh, fondly I remember Ellis Haguewook,
of School Day Picture Day rhetoric fame,
whose patient tolerance for all things yearbook
imparted many lessons. Some I’ll name.
Appreciation for a school of Owls,
a school of science and a school of art,
of pens and papers, consonants and vowels,
yet home to men of action and of heart.
Inclusiveness – another Haguewoof trait.
E. Buddy never was solely impressed
with ostentatious flurries of the great,
for recognized he valor plainly dressed.
But character – if Haguewords were but one,
’tis that I’d choose, for Buzzards know it well.
Persist, with honor, ’til the race is run.
Let bond and deed of inward nature tell.
And, thus, I here submit five paragraphs
– I hope he finds some merit in their form –
to sing of teacher-mentor-friend, with laughs.
Your hearth at MUS will e’er be warm.
Shelley Harrison ’86, inventor and law instructor, 		
editor-in-chief of The Owl, 1986
POEM WRITTEN IN JANUARY 2017

Shelley Harrison faces off with Ellis Haguewood
in this photo from the 1986 yearbook.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Master of SDPD
“SDPD is a day eagerly awaited by all, a day of general hoopla and merrymaking. All the tinsel
and glitter to make you forget, at least for a few hours, the meaningless squalor of your existence.”
– E. Buddy Haguewood
ASK STUDENTS AND FACULTY from the early ’70s to the mid-’80s about their memory of Ellis
Haguewood, and they are likely to say School Day Picture Day. Jon Van Hoozer ’88 is among
them.
“As a confused and scared seventh grader in 1982, one of my fondest memories of MUS was the hilarious
chapel presentation of how to prepare for School Day Picture Day, described in enthusiastic detail as SDPD,”
says Van Hoozer, a senior vice president at Financial Federal in Memphis. “For the following five years it was
an anticipated event by our buddy, E. Buddy.”
As the yearbook advisor, Haguewood was charged with organizing the annual school photo-taking process.
He turned the humdrum into the comical with speeches – each indicated with a Roman numeral “of the
modern era” – lampooning current events and characters with his trademark dry delivery.
“He gave state-of-the-school addresses; he analyzed student camera shyness in terms of Dumbo-phobia,
Pinocchio-phobia, and Zito-phobia; he answered the eternal question with “Yes, Virginia, there is an
SDPD,’” wrote historian Dr. John Harkins in the MUS Century Book (2002).
His parodies of faculty members and newsmakers
included a take on Headmaster Lynn delivering
elaborate introductions of chapel speakers,
a tradition he would later adopt when he
became headmaster. Perhaps his
most famous – or infamous –
spoof was that of Police Director
E. Winslow “Buddy” Chapman,
which gave birth to his character
E. Buddy Haguewood. From
1980-86, E. Buddy ruled School Day
Picture Day, resurfacing afterward
from time to time when duty called.
In 2002 he wrote a letter to the elusive
Commissioner of the MUS Alumni
Basketball League complaining that Staley Cates ’82 was
attempting to bring an NBA franchise
to Memphis in violation of the ABL’s
Loyalty Oath. (See next page.)
Ellis Haguewood’s School Day Picture Day file
folders hold a trove of memories and memorabilia.

CHAPTER FIVE

Illustration by Greg Cravens

Even though Haguewood’s legendary School
Day Picture Day events came to an end in
1986, the impeccable wit and comedic timing
that characterized the highly anticipated
presentations never went away. He found
new outlets for his sly, wry humor in countless other communications with the school
community. (See examples illustrated with
cartoons throughout this magazine.)
His keen appreciation for the absurd regularly
found its way into delightfully skewered daily
announcements. It was woven into summer
back-to-school letters to faculty and annual
exhortations about joining the administrative
team’s Birthday Club.
Haguewood has proven time and again that
every communication, even a message as
mundane as an email regarding a canceled
faculty meeting, can be not only informative
but highly entertaining – and therefore memorable – with a funny turn of phrase and just
the right dash of wit.
It’s likely safe to say a huge contingent of Owls
appreciate all of Ellis L. Haguewood’s efforts to
lead us, to educate us, to add a little tinsel and
glitter to our lives.
Thank you, E. Buddy!

MUS Today Managing Editor Marci
Woodmansee and Inside MUS Managing
Editor Rebecca Greer contributed to
this article.

Commissioner:
It has come to my attention that one Staley Cates is
a no-longer-silent partner in the quest for an NBA
franchise in Memphis. To me and to thousands
of faithful alumni-supporters of the proud ABL
[Alumni Basketball League], this insidious desire
to own an NBA team is an egregious violation of
our league’s Loyalty Oath and a flagrant conflict of
interest. I am requesting that attorneys for the ABL
petition the courts for an immediate injunction to
bar Mr. Cates from pursuing ownership in the
NBA and furthermore to keep an illegitimate
and obviously inferior league from gaining
a foothold in this city.
Respectfully submitted,
E. Buddy Haguewood
Summer 2002 MUS Today
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SDPD is a day eagerly awaited by all, a day of
general hoopla and merrymaking.
All the tinsel and glitter to make you forget, at least
for a few hours, the meaningless squalor of your
existence.
A way to remind you that things will not always be
as easy as they are now.
I should know – this is a true story – it’s my story,
because I’m E. Haguewood, E. Buddy Haguewood,
your humble host and coordinator for this annual
event, chairman of the SDPD Board, speaking to
the bored, the tired, the restless.
There’s a palpable gala in the air, as we officially
open the greatest, gaudiest date on the school
calendar.
With me, SDPD is not just a job – it’s an adventure.
No, it’s more a tradition, a tradition that gives
respect to the school, respect to the administration, respect to the faculty, respect to the students.
R-E-S-P-E-C-T find out what it means to me. Sock
it to me, sock it to me.
SDPD is an indispensable part of your total
educational experience at MUS. It’s sexy and
macho but free of tars and hydrocarbons. Some of
you are rookies, participating in your first SDPD
today. You have what I call TTFU (Troop Train
Fear of the Unknown). I understand. It will be
difficult for you today to fully appreciate this rite
of passage. Someday, you’ll thank me. For some of

you, this will be the highlight of your high school
career. I like to think of SDPD, modestly, as just
another rich spectacle in the pageant of life as we
all move toward that great free period in the sky.
SDPD is a kind of master key to success. (Why
carry five keys to success when one will do?)
SDPD was created for those of you who want right
now to be your own man, though you’re constantly
being told to bridle your passions and dangle from
horns of dilemmas. It’s a way to keep the freshness
and excitement.
Some of you are saying, “E. Buddy, what about me?
Will SDPD help me? I don’t know why, but the thrill
is gone. It’s always another day, another zero. I
always have to have help turning the knob to the
guidance counselor’s office. I’m a top-rung guy, but
the ladder is upside-down. My idea of a good time
is a Friday homeroom or lunch at the Greyhound
bus terminal. Worst of all, lately I’ve become a
recreational user of the Math Lab.”
Yes, my son, SDPD can help – some of you.
For in a day in which you’re told don’t smoke, don’t
chew, don’t park here, don’t tap your forks, don’t
turn left across Ridgeway …
SDPD says, “Go for it. Go for it all: inner peace,
financial success, lasting happiness.”
SCHOOL DAY PICTURE DAY XIV
An excerpt of E. Buddy Haguewood’s 1985 speech
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Teacher

“O, pardon me, thou bleeding piece of
earth, That I am meek and gentle with
these BUTCHERS!” – Mr. Ellis
Haguewood emotionally reading from
Julius Caesar, ninth-grade English class,
1980. Mr. Haguewood yelled “butchers”
so loudly that the map of Yoknapatawpha County shook on the wall. If his
enthusiasm was to inspire us about
Shakespeare and literature – it worked.
Or maybe he was just trying to wake us
up. Either way, well done,
Mr. Haguewood!
Richard Greenwald ’83
To avoid taking a final exam in my
last semester as a senior, I enrolled
in a religion elective taught by
Mr. Haguewood. I was familiar with his
teaching style and demeanor. However,
I was unaware that this elective was
a college-level class requiring writing
a single paper and weekly meetings.
Instead of being able to lounge outside that spring, I found myself doing
research in the library each week. This
turned out to be a great educational
experience. I am forever grateful to
Mr. Haguewood for his guidance,
leadership, and knowledge. I still
remember the title of that paper:
“The influence of the laws in the
Book of Romans on laws today.”
Mr. Haguewood granted me an A.
Wiley Robinson ’75,
father of Fort ’13 and Trammel ’16
Between my assigned desk and the
window unit, a picture hung from the
wooden arch pier in Mr. Haguewood’s
seventh-grade English classroom. A
terrified soldier was being castigated
by his drill sergeant who had poor
teeth. Each of us hoped for more
mercy than the soldier was getting, and
usually we got more. Up and down the
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These responses were collected from a survey sent to the community earlier this year.

rows we alternated as we identified the
various parts of sentences and selected
either a comma to avoid “the dreaded
run-on sentence” or a semicolon to
avoid “the common blunder known
as the comma splice.”
Hugh Francis ’76, father of Hugh ’06,
Kent ’08, and Edward ’12
His English class was always interesting, stimulating, with some very funny
snark. His dry wit was unmatched.
Jay Stockley ’76
Mr. Haguewood saw through bullshit
as if it were glass. He saw potential and
expected you to fulfill it.
Brian Edmonds ’94
After only a short time in his class,
I realized how hard he tried to reach
all his students and how I couldn’t
stand to disappoint him.
Frank Colvett, Jr. ’88,
father of Harmon ’21
He made learning, and the environment for learning, more interesting.
He inspired great effort. The reward for
effort was often great work, but always
a deeper understanding of the subject,
yourself, and your capabilities.
Brian Sullivan ’83
I remember his uncanny ability to connect with students and have students
connect with the material. Lord of the
Flies, 1984, Great Expectations, Julius
Caesar ... Mr. Haguewood made all of
these classics come alive. He brought
just the right amount of humor –
subtle and wry. It was another way of
engaging us as we had to be on it to
catch the levity in his teaching.
Matthew Rose ’93

I had him for ninth-grade English
and remember him having us read a
collection of short stories by Guy de
Maupassant, O. Henry, and other
writers who expressed the angst of the
day. Mr. Haguewood had us actually
think. Hard to do for a 14-year-old kid
at the height of the Vietnam War.
Chuck Day ’74
In the summer of 1973, after not
performing so well in English, I needed
a course for required credit.
Mr. Haguewood was my teacher.
He was so kind and helpful during
my trying time, and I escaped
with a good grade!
Jamie Hall ’74
Mr. Haguewood’s passion is teaching,
as is mine. When I read he was retiring,
I made it a point to visit with him.
It was wonderful comparing notes
with a man who was one of my
favorite teachers.
Mike Pierce ’81
A favorite memory is reciting Marc
Antony’s soliloquy to him in the
hallway outside his 10th-grade
English class.
Jim Harwood ’83,
father of Gentry ’19
He was trying to boost school
spirit, so he gathered a group of seniors
and asked us to start an informal pep
club. The idea was based on what the
students who introduced the Buzzard
mascot in the ’70s had done. We really
wanted to call ourselves the Sons of
Buzzards (SOBs), but Mr. Haguewood
(wisely) advised that Brotherhood
of Buzzards (BOB) was the
better course to take.
Thomas Quinlen ’93,
father of William ’19
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When I was 13 years old I took a summer
school class in English in order to become
accepted at MUS. My instructor was Mr.
Haguewood. He was very inspirational to
a scared kid. I made a B in the class and
was accepted [but] as fate would have it,
I did not enroll at MUS. However, when it
came time to send my two sons to school,
MUS was our choice. My experience
with Ellis many years earlier had
something to do with my decision.
Andy Malmo, father of
Donnie ’06 and Kirk ’08
Mr. Haguewood silently encouraged
all his students to do the best that they
could in the classroom. His commitment
to his craft was unmatched.
Patrick Holt ’12
Mr. Haguewood, Coach Askew, and Mr.
Thompson inspired me to love English – a
subject I had always hated but learned to
love and chose as my major in college.
Dan McEwan ’88,
father of Hastings ’18 and Will ’20
As a teacher, Mr. Haguewood was always
generous with his time. If I ever needed
extra help, he was always there.
Jason Peters ’88
Best Mr. Haguewood memory from 198283: One of the students had gone AWOL
for a day while dealing with girlfriend
troubles. He had supposedly driven to
Little Rock. He returned to school and
[we had] the first class of the day [with]
Mr. Haguewood, [who] could feel the
tension in the air. He let everyone settle
in and waited for complete silence in the
room ... then he started to sing a few lines
from Steppenwolf ’s “Born to be Wild.” He
completely broke the tension and showed
that he understood the teenage issue that
was happening. Great moment.
John Kremer ’83

Recollections from Coach Jerry Peters
When I first saw Ellis Haguewood in 1969, I thought he was just a boy
arriving to teach boys. I remember my wife, Ruth, asking at some school
function that year, “Who is the funny-looking guy with the big glasses?” I
informed her that he was our new English teacher. Ellis and Ruth bonded
right away when they realized they were both coffee addicts. He always
drew the FIRST cup of coffee from our hospitality room coffee urn during
basketball tournaments, and Ruth made sure it was ready for him to enjoy.
Ellis soon proved invaluable in the English Department. I recall trying to get
my four sons enrolled in his ninth-grade English class. Of course, I wanted
them to get in his class for the expertise he would convey to them, but I also
wanted them there to avoid being in Norman Thompson’s tough class!
During my long tenure as head track coach, Ellis was very supportive.
He was always willing to serve as the head clerk for our meets – a long
and trying job that would entail sometimes two days of events. He was
meticulous in recording the data, and I never had to worry whether the
facts and figures were correct – they always were. His participation made
my job as track coach easier.
When the time arrived for the selection of a new headmaster, there never
was any doubt in my mind that Ellis Haguewood should be our new leader.
I conveyed my opinion to the selection committee and was not surprised
when he was named. I was correct in my evaluation because he has proven
beyond a shadow of a doubt that he was the right man for the job. I appreciated the fact that as head, he let us do our jobs teaching in the classroom
without hovering. If a teacher took care of business, Ellis was hands-off. I
also appreciated his constant support of the basketball program
and of me as head basketball coach.
I am convinced that Ellis has helped Memphis University
School become the outstanding institution that it is today,
and I am proud to be counted as a fellow faculty member
and a friend.
Faculty Emeritus Jerry Peters
Government and 			
History Teacher
Varsity Basketball Coach,
1964-2012
Varsity Track and Cross
Country Coach, 1960-1978
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Life Lessons
Today, I think about MUS all the time,
and, in making life decisions, I recall the
values that were instilled in me there,
and I do my best to apply them to my
life. That goes for work ethic, raising
a family, charity, and being kind and
respectful to all others. When I consider
those things, I often think about Mr.
Haguewood. He sets a perfect example
of always doing the right thing.
Battle Williford ’01
Ellis encouraged me to be my best
(it took me a while to listen!). My dad,
Buddy Morrison, thought the world of
Ellis. He held him in very high esteem.
Joe Morrison ’78, father of Joe ’12
and Murray ’16
I have always appreciated his efforts to
approach the solution to every problem
with the highest moral standard.
Thomas Quinlen ’93,
father of William ’19
Every moral lesson preached by Mr.
Haguewood during chapel somehow
found its way into the back of my sleepy
head. I made mistakes and slipped up
all the time, but Mr. Haguewood’s encouraging figure always made me want
to improve in every aspect of life.
Nick Schwartz ’14
Ellis Haguewood taught me to value
my work and express myself in an
intelligent manner. This at times would
require fearlessness and brutal honesty.
Throughout my scholastic career, I had
no finer teacher than Ellis Haguewood.
He is a man among men.
Trent Scull ’86,
father of Trent ’17 and Hewes ’20
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He taught me the importance of
writing clearly and concisely. That
has had a profound influence on me
through college, medical school,
and my professional life.
Mel Payne ’80, father of Sam ’18

Humility. No matter what accolade he
received, it was with dignity and grace.
He was never one to brag or direct
attention to himself. Inspiring.
Marge Roosa, former
Administrative Assistant

I went on to be an English major in
college at the University of Notre Dame.
Undoubtedly, Mr. Haguewood had a role
in fostering a love for letters.
Matthew Rose ’93

He always seemed totally in control –
mannerisms, expressions, and choice of
words. That had an extremely powerful
effect, particularly on a teenager. Wish I
were better at emulating that!
William Gotten ’90

Mr. Haguewood has taught me how
important it is to care about what is
going on in other people’s lives. He is
always concerned about people. Despite
having such a busy schedule, he always
takes the time to make sure you and
your family are doing well.
Jason Peters ’88
There is a time to be serious
and a time to not take
oneself too seriously.
Barry Ray,
Upper School Principal
He encouraged me to not be afraid to
take risks and to give it everything I had
in life. MUS was the best education I
have received in my entire life, and Ellis
Haguewood was a key figure in those
memories and experiences
during my time there.
Sam Sawyer ’05

Sometimes things are best
said without words.
Jack Christenbury ’15
You can get more accomplished
through quiet, consistent leadership
than through bombastic, authoritarian
intimidation. And the personal touch –
remembering people’s names –
counts for a lot.
Dr. David Jackson,
Religion Department Chair
Delegation.
John Marcom ’75
Mr. Haguewood never failed to have
the right thing to say. He taught me
to be pensive in thought and word,
and that I can always lend a
helping hand to someone.
Patrick Holt ’12

He has a way of making you want to
follow his example of being a good and
upstanding man of society.
Jason Colgate ’98

He stood for quiet decency,
competence, and good-natured humor.
Jonathan Ringel ’86

Honesty is always the best policy and
discretion a delightful companion.
Rusty Bloodworth ’63, father of
Russell ’01 and Christopher ’08

I think the lesson I take from
Mr. Haguewood is that he seemed to
find the humor in any situation.
Michael Thomas ’85

Boys learn differently from girls.
Schools and teachers have a huge role
in instilling values that serve boys well
for the rest of their lives.
Chip Grayson ’78, father of John ’12
Passion for your vocation. You get
out of life what you put into it. Ellis
demanded a great deal of us,
but he gave 10 times as much
of himself in return.
Kevin Russell ’81
“A gentle answer turns away wrath,
but a harsh word stirs up anger.”
(Proverbs 15:1)
Harvey Kay ’01
Do what is best, even if such action is
disagreeable. Always act with integrity.
I believe Mr. Haguewood advocated for
me behind the scenes and allowed
me to continue at MUS despite my
academic struggles. Thank you so much,
Mr. Haguewood, and God bless!
Andrew Smith ’03
Listen before speaking; there are two
sides to every conflict.
Bruce Wynn ’75
He was a calming influence over a very
chaotic institution with 600 teenage
boys. He demonstrated the character
MUS exemplifies by living it. He taught
that humor has a
place in serious settings.
Jim Harwood ’83, father of Gentry ’19
LISTEN. Read, discuss, LISTEN, make
conclusions based upon what has been
discussed. Everyone has a different
vent on a subject, and it may differ from
yours. He helped me develop a passion
for knowledge and the printed word.
Chuck Day ’74

Everyone deserves a second chance.
Missy and Jim Rainer ’77, parents
of Jimbo ’05, Alex ’06, Peter ’10,
and Wil ’13
You don’t have to be the loudest or most
flamboyant person in the room to have
the strongest presence.
Blair Wright ’08
The importance of integrity.
Shauna Miller, Instructor in Science,
mother of Hudson ’19
Be respectful. Stay calm.
Jess Ossorio ’78, father of Alec ’13
He taught me the value of having
fun while I worked.
Frank Colvett, Jr. ’88,
father of Harmon ’21
Writing and reading
comprehension were important
and applicable to your life no
matter what we did for a living.
Nathan Howard ’92
Love the people you serve.
Sandy Willson,
father of David ’99
His passion for the school was infectious; his wit and command of words
made the English language seem interesting and even cool. His willingness to
listen to ideas I had about the school
and engage as an adult (even though I
was a student) were empowering
and critical in my development as
a human being and leader.
Ben Adams ’01

Prepare for the worst,
but expect the best.
Brian Sullivan ’83
His example of integrity makes
me strive to do my best.
Elizabeth Hopper,
Instructor in Mathematics
To always listen to the leader. Ellis was
a leader, and he always knew his staff
and students better than any board
member. He is truly one in a million,
and his legacy at the school will live on.
William B. Dunavant, Jr.,
father of Bill ’78, John ’82, Buck ’90,
Woodson ’97, and Forrest ’05
Mr. Haguewood always seems to know
when to speak and when to listen. It is
a lesson that is very important in the
life of a young man, and one that I try to
apply to my own life daily.
Reid Wesson ’06
Mr. Haguewood taught me to
consciously strive for integrity, honesty,
and thoughtfulness in all facets of life. ...
During high school, the values that MUS
attempts to instill in its students don’t
always “click” immediately. However, occasionally some memories pop up and
make you reflect on your past life. These
memories of Mr. Haguewood serve
as examples for the moral and ethical
values held in such high regard at MUS.
Mark Beanblossom ’09
I learned how to prioritize
my time and aspects of life to
bring about success.
David Dabov ’16
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ParentalAppreciation

Mr. Haguewood has influenced the lives
of our children as students and as teachers. He has also influenced the lives of
two of our grandsons. Everything he does
at the school sets an example for the people who interact with him. Every example
he sets [shows] his strength of character,
integrity, and honor.
Gigi and John McCarroll, parents of
Mac ’83, Andy ’86, Patrick ’92 (MUS
Instructor in History), and Anne
McWaters (MUS Instructor in English);
grandparents of John Newman ’12 and
Smith McWaters ’19
I think Ellis consistently hit the high note
of integrity embellished by his wry wit.
This combination was not lost
on my two sons.
Rusty Bloodworth ’63, father of
Russell ’01 and Christopher ’08
He is a pillar of integrity, character, and
moral responsibility. He has exemplified
that to my sons every day and been a
wonderful example of how a young man
should live his life. He knows students
and their parents by name, and he is
able to share statistics, achievements,
and students involved in any activity. He
truly lives MUS and has been a wonderful
ambassador of the school.
Wade West, father of Will ’18
and Graham ’20

hard-working B/C student, and he was
afraid he was not going to have many
choices for college. When we left, we were
told that he would always be an MUS
man and welcomed back at any time.
He asked to return to MUS for his sophomore year. Mr. Haguewood was one of the
first to welcome him back. We are forever
grateful to him and MUS for the
wonderful experience our boys had!
Amy Boyer, mother of Doug ’06
and Patrick ’08
Our first year at MUS when Bobby was in
seventh grade, we went to Parents BackTo-School Day and heard Mr. Haguewood
speak. I felt like we were “home.” All our
anxieties about entering a new school
just fell off of our shoulders.
Quinn and Tommy Scott, parents
of Bobby ’13 and Max ’17
Mr. Haguewood was a role model for
our son throughout his three years at
MUS. He worked to ensure that Hayden’s
transition to MUS from Kennett, MO, as
a sophomore went smoothly and sought
to reassure his worried parents that the
transition would be successful.
Paul Combs,
father of Hayden ’14

He provided a yardstick against which
one could measure one’s experiences,
reactions, and expectations. He never
gave short shrift or morphed to fit a
circumstance. He had structural integrity.
He was plumb. He was true.
Ellen Klyce, mother of Walter ’06

Ellis asked my wife, Meredith, and I to
chair the 2000 Parents’ Association and
develop a Safe Home Program [to help
reduce alcohol and drug consumption
among students]. It was a pleasure
to support MUS and be on the firing
line with Mr. Haguewood during a
time of needed change.
Paul McDonald ’70,
father of Jay ’00

I would like to thank him for the way
he and his staff handled my son’s short
departure from MUS the second semester of his freshman year. Patrick was a

I will never forget the first year Ellis
served as headmaster. Ellis and Peggy
never missed a basketball game and
joined the parents many nights after the
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game when we got a bite to eat.
When I was chosen as the first female
MUS board member, I was honored
beyond words and in truth a little
awestruck by the reality of being part of
such a wonderful group of MUS men. Ellis
went out of his way to make me feel
welcome and valued the entire time I
served on the Board of Trustees.
Susan Faber, mother of Michael ’96
and Robert ’98
The most valuable lesson I learned
from Mr. Haguewood was that you can
be a leader while possessing grace,
polish, and manners, and at the
same time, “carry a big stick.”
Katheryn Coleman,
mother of Wylie ’10
Mr. Haguewood instilled in both of our
sons a sense of right and wrong. He led by
example, earned respect, and demanded
it from the young men at MUS.
Karen Moss, mother of
Marcus ’04 and Joel ’09
We read good books in his English class,
and I still love to read good books. His
passion for the school and educating boys
made me feel great about sending my
son there and continuing to support the
school, financially and otherwise.
Chip Grayson ’78,
father of John ’12
I am so thankful that my son Edward and
I had Ellis’s influence on our life. We are
truly the better for it. Look forward to
more Lakes going through the halls of
MUS, but glad my son will have to pay
the next round. Having said that,
MUS was worth every penny!
Don Lake ’85, father of Edward ’13
He is the type of gentleman
I want my son to emulate.
Chris Sanders, mother of Reid ’10

Illustration by Greg Cravens

This is one of many alumni responses received from a survey asking for memories of Ellis Haguewood.

When I was a freshman at MUS, I took advantage of the tradition of student announcements
during Monday morning chapel. My plan was to reveal to the student body an opportunity to
join the club that I was starting. An ill-conceived venture from the beginning, I had some halfbaked notion of having a club that watched great movies together.
The announcement that I planned to make was even less planned out than my club’s raison
d’etre, but I nevertheless sallied forth to make the announcement. I don’t remember most of the
content of the announcement, but I do remember that I said the exact phrase, “We aren’t going
to half-ass this.” I finished the announcement, and I sat back down on the stage none the wiser.
After I concluded, instead of allowing my peers to make their announcements, Mr. Haguewood
made the unusual move of standing up and taking the podium. He then addressed me directly
in front of the entire student body, faculty, and staff and said the following, “Harvey, here at
MUS, we don’t say half-assed.” He then paused for a good four seconds at a minimum, and
continued, “Semi-assed. We say semi-assed.”
- Harvey Kay ’01
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Care andConcern

Ellis made a substantive effort to make
me feel at home when I came to an MUS
reunion in 2010. In fact, he went out of
his way to include me in conversations
with people who were connected to my
time at MUS, such as Gene Thorn’s wife.
Archie McLaren ’60
What comes to me is his consistent
kindness in recognizing others. Ellis
does this in so many ways, not the least
of which is to match a face to a name.
Ellis is famous for recognizing minute
details in the lives of those with whom
he comes in contact. Often these
facts surface in a handwritten note
or a kind remark.
Rusty Bloodworth ’63, father of
Russell ’01 and Christopher ’08

While Mr. Haguewood was explaining a
serious literary point in the novel Death
Be Not Proud, a student allowed an
expulsion of intestinal gas to escape his
body. As we sat and smirked, Mr. Haguewood, without an element of expression, stated, “That’s OK. These plastic
seats make it louder than it actually is.”
Of course, we roared in laughter. And
while this is a crass example, it does
paint in my memory how he probably
handled the more serious issues that
came before him – with pragmatic,
thoughtful action.
Rob Moore ’79
He modeled how everybody at the
school matters and how day/life changing it can be just to call a lowly ninth
grader by first name from memory.
Franklin Martin ’10
He came to my Eagle Scout ceremony,
which was huge because he
is also an Eagle Scout.
David Dabov ’16
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He remembered you and remembered
details. You weren’t just another student. Nice guy, great teacher, but serious
when it was time to be serious.
Frank Colvett, Jr. ’88,
father of Harmon ’21

I predated Ellis’ arrival by a decade,
but [I remember] his cordial welcome
extended one school-day afternoon last
fall as I meandered the hallways near
his office while reviewing class photos
and reliving fond memories of my three
years at MUS. His first name implies
he is a very special fellow!
Howard Ellis ’59

I have always been impressed with his
ability to connect to and communicate
with other people. He always remembers and greets people with their first
name and usually asks about family
members: memory like an elephant.
Jim Barton ’85, father of James ’22

I was an average B/C student at MUS
and really did nothing special while
there. But every time I see him he
shakes my hand and asks me how the
family is doing. Can’t tell you how much
that means! Just such a wonderful man.
Don Lake ’85, father of Edward ’13

Every time I see him he is able to recall
very clear memories from my days at
MUS. Always goes out of his way to pay
compliments and say thank you and
congratulations when due. I will never
forget this about him.
Sam Sawyer ’05

He was in my opinion, a true gentleman.
A rare breed now surely. “As iron
sharpens iron,” he led us down the
correct path. I still get a kick out of his
personally signed thank-you note
for alumni contributions.
Eric Hunter ’78

I had not been extremely close to
Mr. Haguewood – he had never been a
teacher or coach. However, as I stepped
into the Upper School after a long five
years away, he immediately greeted me
with a swift, “Matt Montsinger, good
to see you! The varsity soccer team is
looking pretty good this year.” Not only
was my name fresh on his mind, but
[he remembered] specific details about
my experience at MUS. I have always
appreciated Mr. Haguewood’s ability to
personally connect with students and
yet still run the best college-preparatory
school for boys in the nation. I wish
Mr. Haguewood the best in retirement,
and I am proud to have had him as the
leader of the school that profoundly
shaped my character.
Matt Montsinger ’11

I don’t think I have ever met
anyone who was not a huge fan of
Mr. Haguewood. That is saying
something, especially with all of the
personalities that come through MUS.
Wherever Mr. and Mrs. Haguewood go
they always greet people by name as
soon as they walk in the door.
Donnie Malmo ’06

He truly cared for the boys and
wanted to see them succeed.
Hal Bailey ’87

Mr. Haguewood epitomized that value
of being calm, listening to others, and
reading great books! He also has a long
memory and always remembers me
after all these years and all those
boys who came after.
Richard Greenwald ’83
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Morning Announcements
I will never forget the morning
announcements! Hearing Mr.
Haguewood recount the weekend’s dog
track results or small-school football
scores – how “Doane [University] took
another one in the pills” – fond
memories amongst straggling in late for
Mr. Tom Brown’s homeroom and being
told to report to Coach Counce’s office
for reprimanding or early school.
Franklin Martin ’10
He always had a way to make the
mundane and boring information
actually sound enjoyable.
Chad Hazlehurst ’06
The morning announcements with Mr.
Haguewood were classic. No matter
what test you might be cramming for
that morning, you couldn’t help but
stop and listen. “Claudia Schiffer’s birthday is on Friday of this week, so you still
have a little time to get a card in the
mail. … I wrote an article for The Owl’s

Speech!

Best public speaker I have ever known!
Chad Hazlehurst ’06

Hoot, noting the lackluster duck-hunting season [one] winter. I’ll never forget
Mr. Haguewood starting the morning
announcements with the title of my
article, “Where Were the Ducks?”
He had a way of making all
students feel special.
Battle Williford ’01
I will always remember his voice
reciting the announcements
during homeroom.
Stephen Kriger ’04
When I was a junior Mr. Haguewood
called me out on the morning announcements for getting turned down
on the KissCam at the Grizzlies game.
It always stood out to me to know that
the most respected and influential
person at our school still could have
an incredible sense of humor
with his students.
Donnie Malmo ’06

the particular group. The remarks were
always prepared, yet the delivery was so
natural. Always enjoyed his Top 10 lists
at the Lynn/Thorn dinners.
Paul Combs, father of Hayden ’14

[I remember] School Day Picture Day
and belly laughing at his SDPD speeches! It was a shame that went away. Also
his speeches at Baccalaureate were so
thoughtful, on point, and valuable, not
only to the kids graduating but also to
everybody in the audience.
Don Lake ’85, father of Edward ’13

The words of wisdom Mr. Haguewood
would cite at the beginning of every
school year were a beautiful reminder to
my husband and me in raising our three
sons and daughter: “There must be the
steady pressing down of the stamp upon
the wax” - Edgar Allan Poe.
Muffy and Michael Turley,
parents of Liam ’19

His unique ability to make remarks
to various audiences (donors,
parents, students, athletes) and
tailor the message and delivery for

He modeled excellence in speaking,
particularly. He showed me the possibilities inherent in language and dialogue,
whether in a casual conversation, a

I enjoyed listening to Mr. Haguewood
reel off the names of the winning
greyhounds from the dog races at
Southland without skipping a beat
during morning announcements.
Mark Beanblossom ’09
I always look forward to those Monday
morning announcements in the fall
when Mr. Haguewood announces the
football scores of schools like Doane. I
am always amazed that he finds all this
information and is able to turn it
into such entertaining plays on
the words. LOVE THAT!
Shauna Miller, Instructor in
Science, mother of Hudson ’19
I will miss him saying “and the always-savory grilled cheese sandwich”
when he announces the menu during
the morning announcements.
Stephanie Hancock, Concert Band
Teacher, mother of Clay ’20

group discussion, or an address to a
large group. He also showed me how
to convey respect to those younger
than me without pandering or
dumbing down his message.
Harvey Kay ’01
He is a man who chose his words
with care, and he delighted in the
nuances of the English language.
Tom Burnett ’96
Every Parents Back-to-School Day, it
amazed us how Ellis could recite and
remember so many valuable quotes.
Missy and Jim Rainer ’77, parents
of Jimbo ’05, Alex ’06, Peter ’10,
and Wil ’13
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Tributes

Ellis Haguewood will be remembered
as a man of very strong moral courage.
I have seen him protect the integrity
of MUS on numerous occasions in his
quiet, understated manner.
Peggy Williamson,
Director of Admissions
I knew Ross Lynn well and loved
him. He was a close friend of my father’s
from the time I was 14. Gene Thorn
and I were almost contemporaries and
definitely friends. I never thought I’d
rank a headmaster of MUS as “the best
yet.” What a blessing for our school that
I can say that about Ellis Haguewood.
Margaret Wellford Tabor,
mother of Owen ’85 and Wellford ’86
Ellis has been an outstanding leader for
hundreds of boys, and his service has
made a huge difference in Memphis.
He brought calm and confidence to
MUS after a difficult year, because of
his known leadership skills and ability
to work well with people. He was an
excellent role model for David and for
me. Most importantly, he has been an
exemplary follower of Christ.
Sandy Willson, father of David ’99
He kept the “flame” of what an MUS
education means going for a generation
and was a rock of stability for the
young men who attended.
Scott Richman ’85,
father of Jack ’16
I believe his demeanor and fierce loyalty
to his pupils, teachers, and the idea of
MUS was a clear signpost reading,
“This is the way,” for my son.
Chris Cornaghie, father of Drew ’09
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Keeping MUS as a viable MEMPHIS
institution has been a crowning
achievement for Ellis (hard to call him
that!). If Memphis, my hometown, is to
stay a viable entity, MUS MUST produce
the leaders of the future.
Chuck Day ’74

simultaneously creative, hilarious, and
silly. I only recall a portion: Meat, potatoes, corn bread, and Brussels sprouts.
Beans, burritos, tacos, and sauerkraut.
Owls, united, Buzzards will bring about
Death, destruction, total annihilation.
Christian Gilmore ’92

I had the good fortune to be the speaker
with the B.B. King’s All-Star Band at
the first chapel program after Ellis was
named the new headmaster. It was
a great kickoff for the Ellis “Buddy”
Haguewood Era. You knew he had great
judgment when he let the chapel concert run an extra hour,
which immediately increased his
popularity with the student body!
Tommy Peters ’73

A disciplined English teacher, loyal
to MUS and its traditions, Ellis Haguewood has always been consistent in
teaching excellence and, more recently, in administrative leadership and
achievements. Mr. Haguewood has
consistently been loyal to and respectful of the MUS family – its students,
alumni, faculty, and generous supporters. Throughout his many years
at the school, he has been a model of
academic and professional excellence.
Mr. Haguewood has also seasoned his
serious respect for the traditions and
excellence of MUS with his surprisingly
humorous irony. He is, simply, a great
teacher and model for students and
for other teachers as well.
Jim Russell, Faculty Emeritus

My favorite memory of Mr. Haguewood
has to be every pep rally, year in and
year out, when he comes out to do
the “15 Rahs.” Always quick and
snappy. Something I’ll never forget
about my experience at MUS.
Connor Wright ’15
Mr. Haguewood was a very kind man,
approachable, and took the time to
discuss any problem or issue without
being condescending or judgmental. He
honestly cared for the student and was
always available to help. One always had
Mr. Haguewood’s attention when having
a discussion. Thank you, Mr. Haguewood, for your service and dedication
to MUS and us students!
Chuck Degan ’76
During the fall of 1990 or 1991, a chant
of unknown origin and intent started at
football games: “Meat, potatoes, corn
bread, and Brussels sprouts!” I strongly recall Mr. Haguewood standing up
during a pep rally in the chapel with his
expanded version of that chant. It was

I am grateful to Mr. Haguewood for his
faithfulness ... for loving the school, and
walking more than four decades with
the boys of MUS. I am grateful that he
kept faith with what is valuable and
should endure, and kept even greater
faith and courage to be graceful as
change has come. He heard Paul
well where the Apostle writes to
Thessalonica: “… test all things and
hold fast to that which is good.”
Frank Crumbaugh ’70
All I have to say is,
he returned it sharper.
Perry Dement,
Director of Advancement
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A Word from the Chairmen
For over 40 years, Ellis Haguewood
has instilled in me, my three brothers, and my two sons the quest for
overall excellence while keeping
a sense of humor. He personifies
the ideal traits of MUS – honor,
integrity, scholarship, service,
leadership, personal responsibility,
and gentlemanly conduct. He
never seeks the limelight, but
rather quietly leads by example. …
Ellis is leaving a legacy of excellent
faculty, tremendous facilities,
an impressive student body of
high-achieving boys, and a
devoted alumni community. As
he retires, the school is in much
better shape than when he
assumed the headmaster position
22 years ago. We are all indebted
to him.
Sam Graham ’80, below,
Chairman of the Board since 2013

Ellis Haguewood is the consummate
gentleman, a man of superior
judgment, compassion, and service.
His character is manifested in his
roles as leader, educator, and friend.
He has led the school to its highest
standing ever, both academically and
in extracurricular activities. Over the
years, as a student, parent, alumnus,
and a member and chair of the Board
of Trustees, I have witnessed the
excellence he brings to every task he
undertakes. It has been a privilege
to work alongside him, and it is an
honor to know him.
Bob Loeb ’73, Chairman of the
Board from 2008 to 2013
Ellis is a great leader in a school that
has been defined by great leaders. He
is … first and foremost an educator
with a love of learning and passion
for teaching. He is a visionary who
possesses a unique set of leadership
skills that promote confidence and
loyalty. His impeccable sense of
judgment is always fair and thoughtfully rendered; in fact, nobody leads
by example better than Ellis. He has
been a constant source of inspiration
for me and so many alumni, parents,
and volunteers with whom he
has partnered to make MUS
the best it can be.
Trow Gillespie ’65, Chairman of
the Board from 2004 to 2008,
MUS Today, December 2009

Everything about Ellis embodies
service and servanthood. His humility, his sense of humor, and especially
his clarity of self and mission for
MUS are clear to all around him. As
a trustee for many years of his tenure
as headmaster and chairman for
almost eight years – during which
we planned and implemented a
large capital campaign – I heard Ellis
make hundreds of speeches. I always
left shaking my head, marveling at
his ability to articulate clearly and
powerfully, and in different ways,
the mission of MUS and the myriad
accomplishments of our students. In
addition, integrity and the primary
interest of the school have always
been paramount and evident in
everything that he does.
Ben Adams ’74, Chairman of the
Board from 1997 to 2004
What was the Search Committee
really looking for? We wanted
a strong decision-maker who
understands and could carry out
our mission. We applied our criteria
to the interim headmaster, Ellis
Haguewood. He ranked in the top in
every category. … MUS is extremely
fortunate to have an individual
with Ellis’ integrity, balance,
popularity, intellect, vision, and wit.
He is devoted to the school and its
mission. Under Ellis’ leadership, I see
nothing but great things for MUS as
we move into the 21st century.
Kent Wunderlich ’66, Chairman of
the Board from 1988 to 1997,
MUS Today, Fall 1995
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Honoring Others
Ellis Haguewood’s evocative tributes to his fellow faculty and staff members are legendary. His ability to discern the particular
essence of an individual and convey that in a personal way has always left a lasting impression with his audiences. Some of his
most memorable tributes are excerpted below.

From “The Man,” a tribute to Col. Ross M. Lynn in The Owl, 1978
MUS is, of course, more than any one man. But no other single person has left his mark on the school as has
“the Colonel.” His imprint is evident in many ways: in the spirit of freedom within specific boundaries that
permeates the campus; in the mutual respect demonstrated between faculty and students, between faculty and
administration; in the emphasis on the scholar-athlete; in the insistence on honor and integrity as a way of life;
in the financially sound basis on which the school operates. Quite a legacy, really.

Dedication of the portrait of John Murry Springfield, 2006
Many centuries ago, Nehemiah wrote, “I put in charge of Jerusalem my brother because he was a man of integrity.” In 1971, when the Lower School was relocated to a separate building, Col. Lynn looked for and found a man
of integrity to put in charge. John Murry Springfield was named the first principal of the Lower School. He would
serve with distinction … until his death in August of 1989. … He knew every student, and he knew the academic
status of each. A maxim he quoted to more than one unruly student over the years was, “To be truly free, you
must first be disciplined.”
He lived the life that Marcus Aurelius advised in these words: “Keep thyself then simple, good, pure, serious, free from affectation, a
friend of justice, kind, affectionate, strenuous in all proper acts. Reverence God and help men. Short is life.”

Tribute to D. Eugene Thorn, MUS Today, 2007
“Do you not realize that a prince and a great man has fallen this day?” (II Samuel 3:38)
D. Eugene Thorn – teacher, coach, headmaster – was a great man. Beloved by a generation of boys – now men
– who were shaped by his quiet dignity and his unsullied integrity, beloved by a generation of teachers who
were lifted by his heartfelt concern for their welfare, he secured his place as one of the most significant figures in the history of Memphis University School. The strength of his leadership emanated from his character.
Though he embodied all the virtues of our Community Creed, several stand pre-eminent: he honored others
above himself, he treated everyone with the same gentle respect, and he always made decisions that he believed
were in the best interest of the school.

Dedication of the portrait of William R. Hatchett, 2008
As a teacher, [Bill Hatchett] presented a rather impenetrable persona. He kept a seating chart, called his students by their last names … often could not recall their names, just referred to them as “pal.” He maintained the
old school belief that excellent teachers were those who actually had knowledge to impart, who could instruct
and delight so that students were awed and surprised by the deep joy of words and well-turned phrases and
great literature and learning of any kind.
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Dedication of the portrait of Jerry Peters, 2012
Coach Peters has always epitomized the ideal teacher in an independent school for boys – rigorous in the
classroom, demanding on the playing fields, unyielding in his efforts to make boys “do things right.” And he did
things right at MUS for 52 years. Unassuming, wise, creative, he set the very highest standards for himself … he
is one of a handful of people who have come to define “the MUS experience,” one of a handful in the pantheon
of great leaders in the history of the school.

Dedication of the portrait of Jim Russell, 2014
Jim Russell is a gentleman of impeccable integrity, an unpretentious scholar, a proficient musician, who
offered inspiration and wisdom to hundreds upon hundreds of MUS students and who served as a mentor
to many a young faculty member like me. He is a man, in Tennyson’s words, whose manner inside and
outside the classroom exhibits “high thought and amiable words and courtliness and love of truth and
all that makes a man.”

Dedication of the portrait of Andy Saunders, 2015
I have vivid memories of a younger (and perhaps thinner) Andy Saunders striding across the Harding College
campus, his own personal performance hall, belting out operatic arias to the genuine amazement of some
passers-by, the bemusement of others. Wherever he has gone in life the hills and certainly the halls have been
alive with the sound of his music.

Dedication of the portrait of Terry Shelton, 2016
He was never without the red pens for use on student essays, or as one student put it, “red pen in morning,
student take warning,” or as Macbeth put it, “the multitudinous seas incarnadine.”
I will remember Terry’s distaste for sports. He once told Lower School Principal Rick Broer that he thought
the school should begin a poker team and that he would be glad to coach. He was sure it wouldn’t cost nearly
as much as other sports to fund … and if the school could stake the team with funds with which to bet, he
was confident it would make money for the school.
I will remember the basketball that resided atop a bookcase in his office for years. It was signed by a number of his eighth graders
and was presented, in Terry’s words, “as a demonstration that they had learned what I taught them about irony.”

Delivered at the Jacob Courtnay Rudolph Plaza Dedication, 2016
“Little Jakie Rudolph,” as all Georgia Tech fans called him, is still legendary in the minds and hearts of Yellow
Jacket fans for his fourth-down, goal-line tackle on the great Alabama running back, Bobby Marlow. Alumni
who played under his tutelage inculcated the values he taught through the game of football – courage,
perseverance, teamwork, discipline, consistency, excellence, individual responsibility. Over the years, he
became an MUS icon, like Col. Lynn, like Gene Thorn. Jake Rudolph made an incalculable contribution to the
moral development of generations of MUS men, and thus he has had a profound influence on many great
leaders in the city of Memphis and elsewhere. All of us who knew him held him in high esteem.
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Peggy, Alan, and Lisa Haguewood were dressed in Sunday best for a church service
at White Station Church of Christ: “This was around Mother’s Day in 1976,” Peggy says.
“Alan had to read Scripture at Sunday School. We are in our front yard at 3776 Carnes.”
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First Class
First Lady

by Marci Woodmansee

Peggy Haguewood’s
unflagging hospitality –
and her love for a boy she
met 60 years ago – define
her tenure at MUS

G

ifted with an extremely kind, outgoing
personality, Peggy Haguewood
exudes warmth and friendliness.
You might even say that hospitality is her
superpower. Her welcoming nature and ready
smile have charmed everyone she has encountered in her years by Ellis Haguewood’s
side. A faithful and enthusiastic attendee at
Owls sporting events, donor parties, alumni
gatherings, and extracurricular activities,
Peggy has always had the ability to make
everyone around her feel that they belong.
Ask her about her role, however, and you
will likely hear something about Ellis and his
work at MUS. Her love for him and for the
school is evident when she talks about their
time here, along with a deep appreciation for
what they have gained from this community.
“I am so thankful for the many kindnesses
shown over the years to our family... the
generosity to us and the school,” Peggy says.
“We have been blessed to make wonderful,
lasting friends and watch families grow. We
have loved it.”
A glance at responses to a survey about
Peggy and Ellis (see page 42) makes it clear
that many in the MUS community return
her appreciation and love. Her husband

wholeheartedly agrees that the Owls have
been fortunate to have Peggy on the team.
“She loves people,” he says, “and she’s been
very supportive of whatever is going on here at
school. She attends all the functions, and she
likes to host parties.
“She’s not intrusive, and she doesn’t try to
tell us what to do over here at school,” he adds
with a laugh. “I appreciate that!”
Ellis and Peggy’s relationship pre-dates
their time at MUS. A look back at their early
years together shows how well-suited both

were for the roles they would eventually fill.

Walking into Harding Academy as a new
seventh grader in 1957, Peggy Jean Grandi had
no way of knowing she was about to meet the
boy who would become a part of her life for
the next 60 years.
Thanks to the happy circumstance of
alphabetical order, Peggy ended up sitting in
front of classmate Ellis Lavert Haguewood.
They would remain side by side for almost

The Haguewoods enjoyed a family picnic at the Memphis Zoo on an unseasonably warm day
in February 1976. The photo was taken, developed, and printed by Hugh Francis ’76, yearbook
editor, whom they coincidentally ran into during their outing.
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In this senior class photo of the Harding Academy Class
of 1963, Peggy Grandi is standing, third from left, in the
middle row; Ellis Haguewood is on the far right in the
back row.

every class and assembly over the next six
years.
The two had more in common than they
might have realized at first – both raised
in East Memphis by devoted parents, both
only children. Their fathers had each served
in the military, and they were born four
months apart in 1945. Ellis’s family belonged
to Highland Street Church of Christ. Peggy’s
attended White Station Church of Christ.
As Peggy describes, she and Ellis were each
raised to be productive citizens and to love
God and country. Both sets of parents valued
education.
“Ellis’s mother, Mairiene, was a tremendous influence,” Peggy says. “She actually
wanted him to become a preacher. He was
very shy, so she made him join Cub Scouts and
Boy Scouts … and make speeches at church,”
Peggy says. “In the summer she had him work
on cursive, which is why he has that beautiful
handwriting ... she would have been so proud
of him [today], because she groomed him.”
Both Ellis and Peggy were involved,
high-achievers at Harding Academy. “Ellis
was the class president for six consecutive
years,” Peggy says. “He was chosen every
time because he could lead things well. And
everyone else could have fun! He was just very
well thought of.”
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The two became friends working on the
school newspaper and annual staff together
and participating in “Quiz ’em on the Air”
teams for Harding. Their list of accolades is
long. Ellis served in Beta Club, Key Club, H
Club, and Student Council. He participated
in the school a capella group and played
basketball and baseball.
Peggy was co-captain of the cheerleaders
and president of the Future Homemakers
of America. She sang along with Ellis in the
chorus and was voted “Friendliest” in the
senior superlatives. She still vividly recalls
a special Beta Club project during their
senior year, in which she and Ellis ended up
delivering Christmas baskets together to
needy families during a snowstorm.
“We’ve always had a love for missions, and
serving people, taking care [of them],” Peggy
says. For her, the delivery of gifts that day in
the snow was especially meaningful because
that’s when she first recognized that trait in
Ellis. “And he saw that in me,” she says.
Named the class valedictorian and voted
“Most Likely to Succeed,” Ellis graduated
alongside Peggy in 1963. The next step for
both was Harding College in Searcy, AR.
“His mother said he could go to Memphis
State and live at home, or she would pay for
him to go to Harding,” Peggy said. “I chose
Harding, too … [because] my high school
government teacher told me about their
American Studies program … but also, I could
follow Ellis there.”
The two dated on and off through college
and enjoyed Shakespeare and Bible classes
together. “I ironed his T-shirts and baked
cookies for his social club, Chi Sigma Alpha.
They named me club queen because of that!”
Peggy says. “I was also the president of my
social club, Regina.”
While Peggy majored in social studies
and knew she wanted to become a teacher,
Ellis majored in English and was undecided
about his future career. After graduating in
1967, Peggy accepted a job teaching history
and Bible classes at their alma mater, Harding
Academy. Ellis enrolled in graduate school
at Vanderbilt to pursue a master’s degree
in English. Peggy rode to Nashville with his
parents to help move him in, and they visited

each other on weekends.
“He proposed to me on September 16,
1967, at Nashville’s Girard’s restaurant on
21st Street,” Peggy says. “I continued teaching,
and he returned to Memphis in the spring
and [transferred to] Memphis State to finish
his master’s. He was in a French listening lab
under [MUS Faculty Emeritus] Reginald
Dalle during that time. We got married that
summer, on June 1, 1968.”
The Vietnam War was at its peak as Ellis
began looking for a job. His best friend and
college roommate, Chuck Miller, was
teaching English at MUS, but there were no
openings there in the fall of 1968. So Ellis
accepted an offer to teach at Sand Flat High
School (now H.W. Byers High School) in
Marshall County, MS. He carpooled every day
with three other teachers on the hour-long
drive down Highway 72.
“It was a time of civil unrest, with school
integration, sanitation strikes, social change,
assassinations,” Peggy says. “But we found a
center for our lives at White Station Church
of Christ.”
The next summer Ellis heard from Miller
that a position had come open at MUS,
and that he should come out and meet the
headmaster, Col. Ross M. Lynn.
“He was very impressed with Col. Lynn
and his desire to make young boys into
responsible men,” Peggy says.
Delighted at the opportunity to be closer
to home, Ellis accepted a position teaching
English and Bible in 1969, and the couple got
inducted into the MUS community. Two years
later, their first child, Alan Ross Haguewood,
was born on September 19, 1971, named in
honor of Col. Lynn. Peggy stopped teaching to
focus on raising children. Their daughter, Lisa
Evon Haguewood, arrived on October 5, 1973.
“Memphis was still small, and things had
settled down from 1968,” Peggy says. “It was a
terrific time for our children to grow up, and
they were so close.”
As toddlers, Alan and Lisa would play on
the bleachers in Todd-Snowden Gymnasium
during basketball games. When they got
older, they went to campus with their dad on

Saturdays so he could work on the yearbook.
Using empty yearbook boxes, they enjoyed
sliding down the hill behind the fine arts
building (now part of Thomas Amphitheater).
“Young families [like ours] felt that the
school welcomed them at picnics and ball
games,” Peggy says. “It was a really nice
community.”
Ellis shared an office for several years with
Norman Thompson. “They had such a good
time, and Ellis got to enjoy the old lounge with
teachers like Bill Hatchett,” Peggy says.
The couple realized early on that MUS was
a good fit.
“Ellis thought he might like to teach at the
college level. [But] when he went to MUS and
taught there, [he realized] it was just as good.
He knew that working in a college he’ d have
to write [and publish] articles, and he just
enjoyed being at MUS.”
Peggy returned to teaching at Harding
Academy in 1979. “We were both totally
involved in education in two different schools
that required a lot of commitment,” she says.

– enjoying a four-year undefeated streak – as
well as Lisa’s basketball and volleyball teams.
Peggy and Ellis were close to several other
young families at White Station Church of
Christ who also had children at Harding. “The
fact that we were young couples, and all didn’t
have much money, united us together and our
children … it was a great time,” Peggy says.
As is the case with all young families, time
passed quickly, and soon enough, Alan and
Lisa graduated from Harding and headed off
to Vanderbilt University. By 1992, Ellis was
being tapped for administrative positions at
MUS – director of student activities, Upper
School principal, and then in 1995, interim
headmaster and headmaster.
“Ellis never thought he’d be an administrator,” Peggy says. “He came home and said,
‘I don’t think I’ll ever be chosen … and I really
don’t know if I want to be.’ He wasn’t seeking
the job. But we’d been there a long time; he
knew people. It really was valuable that he’d

The Haguewoods are a close-knit family; they had this photo taken at the Memphis Botanic Garden
for a recent Christmas card. Standing, from left, are Lisa, Peggy, Ellis, Elias, Nora, Alan, and Jonas

“Ellis really helped me a lot while he was just
a teacher, because he had graduated from
Harding, too.”
Both children went to school at Harding.
Ellis occasionally served as clerk of the course
at Harding track meets as well as at MUS. He
coached Alan’s lower school basketball teams

been on yearbook. He knew the names of
everybody. He just had a way [about him].”
While Ellis and Peggy may not have been
prepared for their new roles, they both turned
out to be exceedingly well-suited for them. He
will be remembered alongside headmasters
Ross Lynn and Gene Thorn as one of the

MUS greats. Peggy was the perfect helpmate
and ambassador, who will always be known
for her warmth and hospitality.
When asked how they managed it, Ellis
is typically self-deprecating: “We just lived
through the chaos … made it up as we went
along,” he says. “Peggy likes to help people.
[Bringing] food for people who are sick, that
kind of thing. I don’t think she thinks that’s her
responsibility, it’s just something she wants to
do. She didn’t come with a job description.”
Peggy recognizes the two are opposites
in certain ways. “I am different from Ellis, but
together as partners, we balance each other,”
she says. “He is organized, efficient, a man of
vision and integrity; he always does what is
best for the school. I am more spontaneous.
I love being with people and encouraging
families. I wanted everybody to belong, to feel
like they’re cared for. So Ellis and I decided
to do this as a team, and therefore, we would
both feel a part [of this].”
Peggy counts a number of people as
mentors and friends during their transition
to leadership roles, including the late Peggy
Wellford, wife of board member and 1955
school founder Alex Wellford ’30, and
Ruth Morrison, wife of board member
Buddy Morrison. “Halcyon [Col. Lynn’s
wife] was also a very gracious woman … and
Ernestine [wife of Gene Thorn] was very
kind to me. The board chairmen we’ve worked
with – Buddy, Kent Wunderlich ’66,
Ben Adams ’74, Trow Gillespie ’65,
Bob Loeb ’73, and Sam Graham ’80
have all been wonderful.”
Peggy’s Lunch Bunch – Class of 1996
moms – helped smooth the path as the couple
assumed their roles in a year that included
numerous transitions, including their move
into the Headmaster’s House on Massey and
the death of Ellis’s mother. “I loved Mairiene,”
Peggy says. “She was such a great role model
for me.”
Peggy also retired that year from teaching
at Harding, where she had been chair of the
History Department - a difficult decision, as
her daughter, Lisa, recalls.
“She was a very talented history and
government teacher, and she gave it all up to
do this,” Lisa says.
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“I retired because I couldn’t be [that]
involved in two schools at the same time,”
Peggy says. “People here welcomed us. I was
really close to the Lunch Bunch, especially
Judy Akins and Susan Faber and Jane Ricketts;
they had me over and helped me with the
[new] house, and we are still friends today.”
In addition to helping launch the Parents’
Association in 1996, Peggy created three new
events at MUS that helped foster the sense of
belonging she wanted every family to feel: a
coffee for mothers new to MUS and a coffee
for mothers of seniors, each held in August,
and a brunch for seniors held right before
graduation in May. For some 20 years she

and wishing them the best as they depart
from MUS.”
As Laughlin points out, her warmth
encompasses not only the parent, student,
and alumni communities, but also the school’s
hundred-plus employees and their families.
“Peggy’s thoughtfulness for our MUS community is something we cherish,” Laughlin
says. “She recognizes the faculty and staff
throughout the year, making time to write
a kind note after a project or event has been
completed, or sending via her courier – Mr.
Haguewood – a holiday gift or welcome-back
happy that appears on your desk. She makes
sure you know that your work is a benefit to

Peggy Haguewood caught up with Lunch Bunch buddies and other close friends at a recent
women’s luncheon at MUS. From left, Rhonda Wiedman, Marion Quinlen, Gina White,
Haguewood, Christy Cannon, Kay Kelsey, Mary Campbell, and Jane Ricketts.

decorated for three annual staff events as
well – the start-of-school faculty picnic and
the holiday and year-end luncheons.
Ann Laughlin, director of alumni and
parent programs at MUS, who has worked
with Peggy for almost 10 years now on alumni
receptions and other special MUS events,
says she has a gift for making people feel
appreciated.
“Peggy is the kind of friend you hope you
come across in life,” says Laughlin. “Each fall
when she welcomes moms into their home,
she does it with genuine love for each of the
families represented. She is equally gracious
when she hosts the graduation brunch in
May for the seniors, calling them by name
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the school.”
The care and compassion Peggy and
Ellis have steadfastly displayed is a heartfelt
expression of their philosophy. “We believe
that MUS is a family,” she says. “It’s been a joy,
really, to meet all the new people every year. I
remember the old, and I learn the new, and it’s
been wonderful because the people here are
so caring.”
In reflecting on their roles in the community, Peggy recalls the school events as well
as the life events. “I’ve been to weddings and
bar mitzvahs and Eagle Scout ceremonies,”
she says. “We went to state tournaments,
we watched baseball in Florida over spring
breaks, and we took road trips on the MUS

bus and in our Odyssey party van. It’s been a
great life. I have really enjoyed it, and Ellis has
too.”
Peggy is grateful for all of these community experiences, including the fact that their
grandchildren – Alan’s children, Elias, Jonas,
and Nora (ages 16, 13, and 9) – have grown
up playing on campus like so many other
students and children of faculty. Packing up
their belongings as they prepare to move out
of the Headmaster’s House is bittersweet.
“The grandkids have loved shooting
baskets and having Easter egg rolls here
and playing flag football with Ellis out in the
backyard – it’s a great house for kids. That’s
a side of Ellis that other people don’t know –
he’s just a great granddaddy.”
As Peggy contemplates her husband’s retirement, she imagines them staying involved
in their church, enjoying a slightly less hectic
schedule, and remaining as connected as they
can be to the school they’ve supported for so
many years. She is honest about how much
they will miss it.
“It’s become our life,” she says simply. “It’s
been almost 50 years. We’ve been very loved
by the people [here], and I’ve loved them.
Because of the sense of place and the strong
education and trust in the Honor Code, I
have felt we were in the right place doing a
good work. What a fine school we have! We
want everyone to know we support MUS and
the legacy it provides, and we know the good
people there will keep on doing the things
they’ve been doing.
“Ellis was made for this job and has been
dedicated to continuing its legacy,” she adds.
“We pray God’s blessings on MUS always, and
we know it will continue to be strong.”
It is fitting that these two lifelong
teachers, who formed a friendship that led
to a marriage and life’s work together, first
met in a school. This community is fortunate
that back in 1967, the friendliest girl agreed to
marry the boy who was most likely to succeed.
“I don’t think I could have functioned
without her support at home. She’s loyal. It’s
clear she loves me,” Ellis says with a chuckle.
“Why, I do not know.”

Photo by Grant Burke

Gifts from the heart: During Ellis Haguewood’s 22-year tenure as headmaster, Peggy Haguewood
has shown the members of this community countless kindnesses. She has also bestowed gifts
to show people they are appreciated. This is just a small sampling of the numerous owls she has
given faculty and staff as her way of saying thank you over the years.
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Impressions of
Peggy Haguewood
Much comes to mind when I think of my
friendship with Peggy! Vivid memories
of Peggy’s support and dedication to the
students – her constant spirit was evident
as she cheered our OWLS! Whether
we were engaged in events on the MUS
campus, or traveling to basketball tournaments in Carbondale, IL, “Spring Fling”
in Chattanooga, and a host of other road
trips, I often reflect on the good times we
shared with the Haguewoods! It has been
a privilege to witness the deep love she
fosters for her soul mate, Ellis, and the encouragement given our headmaster. She
wears many hats. A loving wife, mother,
and Grandma PJ, Peggy has a genuine interest in you and your family. She doesn’t
miss an opportunity to catch up with you,
as well as staying in touch with her MUS
families! It is an honor for me to call her
FRIEND. All the best to Peggy and Ellis
as they explore this next chapter in their
lives – LIVE, LOVE, LAUGH!
Judy Akins, mother of Lee ’96
and Patrick ’98
Ellis would not be Ellis were it not for
Peggy. She has been by his side since he
came to MUS in 1969. I do not know how
she does it, but she remembers names of
alumni and greets them just like they just
graduated the previous year. She has been
an incredible asset to the school.
Sam Graham ’80, Board Chair,
father of Nelson ’08 and Garrott ’12
I will always think of Peggy and Ellis
with warm memories that began on our
nights after varsity basketball games.
It was during those nights that a special
bond was formed, particularly with
Peggy, who I continue to see regularly
away from MUS events.
Susan Faber, mother of
Michael ’96 and Robert ’98
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She always makes each person feel
special. She writes the best notes, and
never forgets your name or your son’s
name. One of the most thoughtful
people I’ve ever met.
We love you, Peggy!
Sally and Alan Perry,
parents of Alex ’10
One of the great gifts of Ellis
Haguewood’s tenure at MUS has been the
fact that he and Peggy Haguewood have
worked together as a remarkable team to
tend their MUS flock. Their compassion
and support for students, parents, alumni,
faculty, staff, and friends of the school
will always be a clear reminder of their
devotion to MUS. The school has been
very fortunate to have a first lady in
Peggy Haguewood who so clearly
supported Ellis and MUS in every way.
Peggy Williamson,
Director of Admissions
Peggy has been a very special friend to
Missy from her days as MUS cheerleader.
Peggy’s sweet smile always was so welcoming to new MUS families, especially
the moms. Her devotion to Ellis was so
endearing over the past decades.
Missy and Jim Rainer ’77,
parents of Jimbo ’05, Alex ’06,
Peter ’10, and Wil ’13
Peggy is the greatest. We all appreciate
her cheerful and consistent support of
Ellis in every aspect of his work.
Sandy Willson,
father of David ’99
I remember Peggy was the most
welcoming person in the world to us
students. Especially when she invited our
senior class to her house for breakfast.
Mark Vives ’08
What a wonderful lady and a pleasure
to be around. No matter what she was
always upbeat and optimistic.
Jeff Wright, father of Jeffrey ’07,
Blair ’08, and Connor ’15

Over and over again during my years at
MUS, I watched Peggy Haguewood go
to each new faculty and staff member
and express her delight that they were
here. She made it a point to learn about
their children and families and to provide
love, support, and concern as they
went through births, deaths, marriages,
divorces, achievements, and loss. She was
tireless in her efforts and showed
sincere interest for each person ...
adding incredible value to the
role of First Lady.
Ginny Cochran,
Administrative Assistant
Peggy has been an amazing First Lady of
MUS. She is very involved in the life of the
school and is always concerned for your
well-being. Her smiles and hugs
have always meant a lot.
Jason Peters ’88,
Instructor in History
I love Peggy Haguewood. One of
the kindest, sweetest people on the
planet. She has a knack for making
everyone feel welcome.
Marge Roosa, former
Administrative Assistant
Peggy is the power behind Ellis, always
there with her beautiful smile, wonderful
embracing personality, and love of all
things MUS. She is a saint.
Bruce Hopkins ’68, father of
Bond ’01, Cooper ’05, and Grant ’09
Peggy was hugely supportive of all things
MUS, especially athletics. I recall in 2000
when MUS was playing for the tennis
state championship in Chattanooga
she was there for every match, enthusiastically cheering for “her boys”... .  
Chuck Smith ’66, father of Foster ’98,
Lewie ’00, and Austin ’09
Peggy is even nicer and probably smarter
than Ellis and is his loving supporter, who
makes him better. She is great.
Tommy Peters ’73

One of Ellis’s best decisions was to marry
Peggy! She is without any doubt one of the
most genuine, caring, and friendly people
that we have ever known. She makes you
feel welcome whenever she is a part of
the group. She makes a point of knowing
about each of us and our families. She
is a wonderful lady and one that we
are always so happy to see.
Gigi and John McCarroll, parents of
Mac ’83, Andy ’86, Patrick ’92
(MUS Instructor in History),
and Anne McWaters (MUS
Instructor in English)
SO SWEET! She has the same
sparkly eyes that he has and the
same kind disposition. She greets the
mothers at her home like we are all close
friends. What a couple! Wow, we are
really going to miss them both.
Quinn and Tommy Scott,
parents of Bobby ’13 and Max ’17
Peggy would always make a point to ask
me about my dad. I’d say she best knows
how to speak to someone as if they’re
the only one in the room. Both she
and Ellis have a knack for making
people feel important.
Battle Williford ’01
Her dedication to the school is unique.
Whether attending a wedding, a parent
party, a bar mitzvah, or 10 reunion parties
in one night on homecoming weekend,
she makes it a point to be a part of the
lives of our families. She knows names
and families and children, and she has a
knack and detailed memory for
remembering the students and alumni
who have come through the halls of MUS.
Ann Laughlin,
Director of Alumni
and Parent Programs
Peggy was the perfect headmaster’s
wife. Gracious, supportive, friendly,
and always a first class lady.
Andy Malmo, father of
Donnie ’06 and Kirk ’08

Peggy seems to be the ideal headmaster’s
wife – sociable, friendly, excellent hostess, and interested and involved with
the school community. Generous and
attentive in many personal ways.
Dr. David Jackson,
Religion Department Chair
  
She is an angel in human form ...
a presence of such love and mercy,
such goodness and nurture that she
made everything better for all, and
made doing that look easy.
She never sought accolades or attention... and deserves an MVP trophy… .
Ellen Klyce, mother of Walter ’06
I never attended an MUS event where
Peggy was not there supporting
MUS and her husband.
Steve Bledsoe ’70,
father of Tom ’02 and Gene ’02
She was a delight. I cannot believe she
can be so enthusiastic about hosting
the mother coffees every year– making
a point to remember names and a little
something about you! She made me feel
like I belonged! As an “outsider” (my husband and I did not grow up in Memphis),
that was a big deal!
Amy Boyer, mother of Doug ’06
and Patrick ’08
Peggy helped me find a great school
for my son who was struggling. She is a
warm, kind, and caring person. I am very
grateful for her friendship.
Elizabeth Hopper,
Instructor in Mathematics
The old saying, “behind every great man
is a great woman.” This is an understatement for this dynamic duo. I’ve worked
with Peggy on several committees. She
is tireless at volunteering and I’ve never
heard her turn down a request to help.
She is one special lady.
Linda Keesee,
mother of Trip Underwood ’12

When our oldest first started at MUS, I
went to the mother’s coffee at the
Haguewoods’ home. I did not know
anyone, and went by myself. I was really
a fish out of water. Peggy obviously
detected how I felt and instantly came to
greet me. She made me feel so welcome.
I will never forget that moment. She is
a true FIRST lady, and always dressed,
spoke, and acted with dignity. The
Haguewoods are probably the nicest
and most genuinely humble family I
have ever had the pleasure to know.
Karen Moss, mother of
Marcus ’04 and Joel ’09
Peggy was always so caring
and interested in everyone,
especially my parents.
Joe Morrison ’78,
father of Joe ’12 and Murray ’16
I hadn’t seen Mrs. Haguewood since
I graduated, yet she came up and
said hello 10 years later as if I
had graduated yesterday.
Donnie Malmo ’06
Peggy was always so gracious and friendly
and great about remembering my wife’s
name. I am sure she had to attend some
events she would rather have skipped
but she always made you feel she
was thrilled to be there.
Chip Grayson ’78,
father of John ’12
Peggy brightened every meeting,
athletic event, or social occasion
by her gracious demeanor.
Rusty Bloodworth ’63,
father of Russell ’01 and
Christopher ’08

These responses were collected from
a survey sent to the community
earlier this year.
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Illustration by Greg Cravens

Because we have no important business to discuss, the faculty will not meet tomorrow
as originally scheduled. Please know that I did not take this action lightly or without
considerable thought. I am aware that canceling a faculty meeting may produce
emotional distress for some. You may have hurt feelings; you may feel distraught or
vulnerable. I understand, and the school is providing grief counselors and therapy
dogs all day today and tomorrow in the Wunderlich Auditorium. Later this week I
am planning a poetry reading with healthy snacks, and I will support you if you want
to organize a cry-in. At this unsettling time, however, it is essential to emphasize the
social emotional learning hallmarks:
• Self-awareness: How am I personally feeling?
• Social-awareness: How are others feeling?
• Self-management: How will I behave now that I know
how I am feeling, and how others might be feeling?
• Relationship-building: How will I interact with others
based upon what I know about their feelings?
• Responsible decision-making: What actions will I take
to appropriately express my feelings in a way that is also
respectful of how others might be feeling?
Thank you for your understanding and your patience. Counselors will be available.
Ellis Haguewood’s email to faculty regarding a canceled meeting
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Ellis Haguewood has always been a good sport about lending his image in
support of the cause, whether it involved a costume, a cartoon caricature,
or a cupcake birthday pen.

ARE YOU GAME?
AGES: All
PLAYERS: MUS Alumni, Parents of Students, Grandparents, Parents of Alumni, a
OBJECT: The object of the giving game is to bridge the 25% gap between tu
the actual cost to educate each student. To play the game, make an unrestri
to the 2008-09 MUS Annual Fund and make our students and faculty the w

1940s

1950s
Born August 16, 1945,
adopted as an infant by
Mairiene and William
Robert Haguewood
of Memphis

1960s

1957

Meets Peggy Jean Grandi
in seventh grade

1960

Achieves
Eagle Scout rank

1963

Graduates Harding Academy
as valedictorian and senior
class president; voted Most
Likely To Succeed

1967

B.A. in English
Harding University

June 1, 1968

Marries Peggy Grandi

August 1968

Hired to teach English and
French at Sand Flat High School in
Marshall County, Mississippi

August 1969

Hired as English and Bible teacher
at Memphis University School –
first taught in classroom in the
balcony area of Hyde Chapel

Life and Times of
Ellis Haguewood
KEY:
46
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Professional

MUS

Peggy Grandi and Ellis Haguewood were high
school and college sweethearts. As president of the
Regina Club at Harding College, Peggy took Ellis to
the club’s winter formal in December 1966 (at left).
Haguewood began teaching at MUS just three years
later, in 1969 (see photo above). He is well-known
for his work as yearbook advisor, beginning in 1972
(see photos at right). The 1987 yearbook, titled “On
Top of It,” was his last as advisor. It wasn’t all work
at MUS: The young Haguewood family (circa 1974,
far right) enjoyed many basketball games in
Todd-Snowden Gymnasium, where toddlers
Alan and Lisa had fun playing in the bleachers.

1970s

1980s

1970

1980

Wellford Tennis Center, Hyde Library,
and Hull Lower School constructed

E. Buddy Haguewood debuts
at School Day Picture Day

Arson fire damages administration building
and language classrooms

1986

Wins homeroom can
drive – 1,876 cans
(victorious other
years, as well)

September 19, 1971 Son, Alan Ross Haguewood, born
1972 M.A. in English - Memphis State University

1987-1992

The MUSe Literary
Magazine Advisor

1972-1987 Faculty advisor for The Owl yearbook
1972-1986

Chairman Quill
and Scroll

Master of ceremonies for School Day Picture Day

Chairman Honor
Council Appeals
Committee

October 5, 1973 Daughter, Lisa Evon Haguewood, born
1974-1994

MUS Track Clerk of the Course

1975

Fisher Fine Arts Wing added to Hyde Chapel

1978

Col. Ross Lynn retires;
Gene Thorn assumes headmaster role

1979-80

McCaughan Science Center
constructed

1990s

1990

1994

Sue H. Hyde Sports and Physical
Education Center dedicated

Teaches last English Class
after 25 years

1990

Time capsule buried on campus

Receives John M. Nail Outstanding Teaching Award

1994-95

Principal of the Upper School

1990-2002

Elder, White Station Church of Christ

June 1995

Bill Campbell steps down as headmaster;
Ellis Haguewood named interim headmaster

1990-93

Ross Lynn Basketball
Tournament Manager

October 1995

Named headmaster of Memphis University School from a field
of 85 applicants, 23 of whom were headmasters

1991-93

District Basketball
Tournament Director

1996-97

1992

Receives the Distinguished Teaching Award

Ross M. Lynn Society and
D. Eugene Thorn Society established–

1997-2017

1992-93

Member of the Tennessee Secondary
School Athletic Association Division II
Committee, serving several terms
as chairman

Director of Student Activities

1992

Gene Thorn retires; Bill Campbell
appointed headmaster

1993

1998

Dunavant-Wellford Tennis
Center constructed

Century Book published to
celebrate 100 years of MUS

1993-94

Dean of Students

1998

School Technology Plan
developed; every teacher
supplied with computer

1999

First MUS in Europe
study-travel program offered

Life and Times of
Ellis Haguewood
KEY:

Personal

Professional

MUS

Mr. Haguewood always means business when
he leads the “15 Snappy Rahs,” an important Owl
tradition inherited from his headmaster predecessors,
Ross Lynn and Gene Thorn. After all, it is important
that they be quick and snappy. His leadership over
the past 48 years - whether as teacher, yearbook
advisor, colleague, or headmaster - has left an
indelible imprint on the MUS community,
which will rank him as one of the greats.

2000s

2000

2005

Initiates Safe Home Program

Bloodworth Music Studio created

2000, 2003, 2007

Grandchildren Elias, Jonas, and Nora born

2000

Hull Lower School renovation completed

2001

2007

Named Outstanding Executive Leader by the Memphis
Chapter of the Association of Fundraising Professionals

2007-2017

Serves on the Tennessee Association of Independent
Schools Board, including two years as secretary

Campus Center with Dining Hall, auditorium,
bookstore, and activity rooms constructed

2001-2016

Instructor in Religion

2008

Named Most Principled Principal by
The Commercial Appeal’s Memphis Most

2009

Stokes Stadium dedicated

2002

Dunavant Upper School constructed

2002-2004

Serves as president of Memphis
Association of Independent Schools

2002

Century Book Updated

2003

Doors to New Opportunities Campaign
raises more than $22 million

2003

Second art studio constructed

2004

McCaughan Science
Center refurbished
Guardhouse
constructed at
Ridgeway and
Primacy Parkway

2010

Named TSSAA Distinguished Service
Honoree as an administrator

2013

D. Eugene Thorn Baseball Field
Grandstand constructed; Rogers
Field, Thorn Field, and Hull-Dobbs
Field turfed

2013-14

Serves as president of Memphis
Association of Independent Schools

2013, 2015

MUS named Top Workplace in
Education by Commercial Appeal

2014

Field House constructed
Robotics Lab and AP Chemistry
Lab created in McCaughan
Science Center

2017

Named to the TSSAA Hall of
Fame as an administrator

2017

Kroeker-Petrosyan Fencing
Center dedicated

June 2017

Retires from MUS

of

M
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The background text above comprises words that alumni and friends used to describe Ellis Haguewood in a recent survey.

Whether speaking to students, faculty, parents, and alumni, or crafting Headmaster’s Messages for the school
magazine, Ellis Haguewood has always exhibited a gift for quoting just the right passage from Scripture or
literature to illustrate his point. His own eloquent writing is equally inspiring. Some favorite texts and
excerpts are collected on the following pages.

2006 Baccalaureate Address, Second Presbyterian Church
“I See Men as Trees, Walking” (Mark 8:24)

he Baccalaureate tradition
gives us a final opportunity
as a school to pause with
our young men and remind
ourselves that it is God who
has brought us to this day,
it is He who sustains life, it
is He to whom we owe our
talents and abilities, and our
very being.
I believe that the first psalm I ever
memorized as a boy was Psalm 1. I’m
not sure why my mother chose that one
rather than the 23rd. (I always preferred
117 because it’s the shortest.) But as I
got older, I began to see the wisdom of
her choice. Psalm 1 reads in part,
Blessed is the man that walketh not in
the counsel of the ungodly
Nor standeth in the way of sinners nor
sitteth in the seat of the scornful.

chaff which the wind driveth away.
The contrast is stark – we are either
strong vigorous trees with deep root
systems nourished by streams of water
or we are lightweight, inconsequential
husks of grain easily removed by the
slightest breeze. We are one or the other,
measured by our behavior and our
attitudes.
It seems to me that the major
difference in the lives of the two people
mentioned, one righteous, the other
wicked, is where they spend their time
and with whom. The blessed man does
not seek advice about life from people
who have no use for God, he chooses
not to waste his time with those who are
living egregiously bad lives, and he does
not associate with people who mock
God with their words or their actions.
He spends his time seeking wisdom
from the Word of God and associating
with people who will make him a better
person. He wants to know God and do
the will of God because he knows that

beside the lot. One of the trees was
straight, handsome, lithe, even elegant.
The other tree was gnarled, twisted,
misshapen. The campus groundskeeper
had been asked to cut down that ugly
bent tree – liability, you know – and the
job was actually on his to-do list. But
before he got around to it, a late-night
storm struck, the kind we know all too
well in Memphis, and with it came the
phone call from the school to the home
of the groundskeeper: “tree blown over,
two cars crushed, come to school as
soon as possible.” Driving to the lot, he
berated himself for procrastinating. “If
I had just cut the tree down earlier…”
but when he arrived, he was amazed to
see that the old, gnarled tree was still
standing. Lying atop the cars instead
was the tree that had appeared perfectly
healthy. A closer examination revealed
that the tree no one was worried about
had really been so diseased all along,
that it had a hollow core. What everyone
had assumed about the two trees, what

It’s what’s on the inside, it’s what’s in a man’s heart
that’s important, especially when the storms come,
when it’s time to see whether we will stand or
whether we will blow over.
But his delight is in the law of the
LORD,
And in his law doth he meditate day
and night.
And he shall be like a tree planted by
the rivers of water, that bringeth forth its
fruit in his season.
His leaf also shall not wither. And
whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.
The ungodly are not so: but are like the
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the ultimate answers to questions like
“What should I live for?” or “How should
I live?” come through revelation and
faith.
Some years ago, at a school not
far from this sanctuary, was a parking
lot that served a small dormitory on
campus. The few students who could
afford cars liked to park beneath the
shade of the two oak trees that grew

had appeared to be true, was not really
true. The inside part, the part not visible,
was rotten.
Appearance is important, perception
is important, reputation is important,
but more important is the reality that
lies beneath the appearance. What is
true of trees is also true of people. It’s
what’s on the inside, it’s what’s in a
man’s heart that’s important, especially

when the storms come, when it’s time to
see whether we will stand or whether we
will blow over. We build our lives well or
we build our lives foolishly and when the
storms come, we know whether we have
built wisely or foolishly.
In our world, so much that is
insubstantial passes for important
– money, titles, celebrity, academic
credentials, social standing, power.
But it has always been so. The “glories
of our blood and state are shadows,
not substantial things,” wrote the poet
James Shirley centuries ago. And even
earlier, when selecting one of Jesse’s
sons to succeed Saul as king of Israel,
the prophet Samuel was admonished
by God not to choose the boy who
looked like a king: “Do not consider his
appearance or his height, for I have
rejected him. The LORD does not look
at the things man looks at. Man looks at

the outward appearance, but the LORD
looks at the heart.” (1 Samuel 16:7)
The healthy tree with deep roots and
strong inner substance produces an
abundant harvest. As with trees, so with
men. The man who fears God, who seeks
his will and then serves him faithfully
with all his heart will not only enjoy the
wise perspective on life but also bear
fruit. The man who trusts in the LORD
will exhibit behaviors and attitudes that
reflect the character of God. The Spirit
of God produces a cornucopia of ‘fruit’
in a man, according to Paul: “love, joy,
peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, and selfcontrol.” (Galatians 5:22)
The prophet Jeremiah wrote:
This is what the LORD says:
“Cursed is the one who trusts in man,
Who depends on flesh for his strength and
whose heart turns away from the LORD.

He will be like a bush in the
wastelands.
He will not see prosperity when it
comes.
He will dwell in the parched places
of the desert, in a salt land where no one
lives.
But blessed is the man who trusts in
the LORD, whose confidence is in him.
He will be like a tree planted by the
water that sends out its roots by the
stream.
It does not fear when heat comes; its
leaves are always green.
It has no worries in a year of drought
and never fails to bear fruit.”
(Jeremiah 17:5-8)
May you be a man who trusts in the
Lord always, and may your leaves be
always green.

MUS Today, Fall 1997

Photo courtesy of Yalonda M. James/The Commercial Appeal

I       

recall what Henry David
Thoreau said in Walden
about “beginnings.” When he
first went to Walden Pond ... he
cut down pine trees ... but had
to borrow an axe. He said, “It
is difficult to begin without
borrowing … the owner of the
axe said that it was the apple
of his eye; but I returned it
sharper than I received it.”
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Excerpted from Remarks Made at Parents Back-to-School Day, 2016

elcome
back to
school,
our 62nd
year at
6191 Park
Avenue.
Most of you
are veterans
of this day,
some as many as six or more, but if this
is your first year, I offer a very special
welcome to you. You will enjoy the day.
In just a few moments you will be sitting
in the classrooms in which your son sits
when he’s here, you will be hearing from
his teachers, and you will be absorbing
some of the atmosphere of his home
away from home.
Schools, like all of us, need to know
who we are, and we need to know what
direction we are going, and why. I think
that MUS does. We have a mission statement that succinctly defines who we are
and what direction we are going.
We are a college-preparatory school
dedicated to academic excellence, the
cultivation of service and leadership, and

themselves and their abilities.
We believe in allegiance to an
Honor Code, a tough-minded liberal arts
curriculum, opportunities for student
service and leadership, athletic competitiveness, a serious attitude toward our
work but an ability to laugh at ourselves,
an emphasis on gentlemanly behavior,
development of lifetime friendships, and
strong bonds between faculty and students. These ideas, these characteristics
constitute the MUS tradition, a solid heritage that we will never willingly let die.
Perhaps the single most important
criterion of a great school is the quality of
its teachers, teachers whose competence
and disposition become transformational
in the lives of their students. I believe that
the quality of our faculty has never been
better, and I think that you will agree
after meeting your son’s teachers today.
To have a great school, we need an
excellent faculty and excellent students,
but we also need strong support from all
of our other significant constituencies –
trustees, alumni, and you, the parents.
Remember it’s all a matter of perspective, this business of being a parent
… the boys we work with, the boys to
whom you are faithful parents, are still
malleable. And amazingly resilient. I
always appreciate the opportunity to

Set clear rules at home with consequences for breaking those rules.
Know what he’s doing and with
whom he’s doing it. At times this one
is difficult. Regardless of what he says,
it’s your right and your responsibility.
He will say, “You don’t trust me.” It has
nothing to do with trust.
Know his friends’ parents. Call
them. Introduce yourselves. Find out
if their values and limits are similar
to yours. In almost all cases, they will
welcome your initiative.
Allow the school to hold him
responsible. Accepting responsibility
for his actions will help him become a
more mature, more honorable person.
Help him find something he’s good
at and help him develop that talent.
Your son has gifts; help him find them.
Keep him busy in positive activities
overseen by people you trust.
Help him to be grateful and to see
his opportunities as privileges, not as
rights to which he is entitled.
In his essay “The Poetic Principle,”
Edgar Allan Poe argues that a poem must
be brief. He admits, however, that a very
brief poem, while now and then produc-

Poe says, “There must be the steady pressing down
of the stamp upon the wax.” So it is with boys.
			

the development of well-rounded young
men of strong moral character, consistent with the school’s Christian tradition.
We believe in a commitment to excellence in whatever we do (inside or outside the classroom). That commitment
allows our boys to find meaning in what
they do here, to play a role in something
greater than themselves, and to develop
competence – and thus confidence in
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attend alumni events here in Memphis
but also in cities across the United States
because it reinforces the idea that our
best efforts, as a school and as parents,
aim not at seeing what they are, but what
they can become.
Let me make a few suggestions
about what you can do as we work together to serve a long-range view of your
son’s future:

ing a vivid or brilliant effect, never produces a profound or enduring effect. He
says, “There must be the steady pressing
down of the stamp upon the wax.” So it is
with boys: If we want the profound and
enduring effects that last for a lifetime,
there must be the steady pressing down
of the stamp upon the wax. Let’s keep
pressing.

Illustration by Greg Cravens

Ellis Haguewood offers a gift to the campus community every morning. The bells chime daily at 8:15, and everyone
pauses as the strong, familiar voice of the headmaster rings out over the intercom – “Good Morning!” – and the
announcements commence. We owe him thanks for the research and care he has put into every well-crafted,
entertaining message, for the time spent giving us a little something educational to start our day along with the
birthdays, historical facts, sports updates, lunchtime dining options, and crime reports. Imagine his trademark dry
delivery of these tongue-in-cheek missives as you read the following excerpts.

On this day in 1850 California became a state.
Whether that was a mistake or not is still
debatable.
On this day in 1916 Albert Einstein published his
theory of general relativity, and physics teachers
have been trying to explain it to students ever
since.
On this day in 1930 Pluto was discovered and
named the ninth planet. A few years ago Pluto
got demoted. It’s no longer considered a planet.
That’s bad – you’re there, then you’re not. Now it’s
called simply a dwarf planet. Sounds like a little
discrimination to me.
On this day in 1979 a little nuclear accident
occurred at Three Mile Island. Nothing to worry
about, just a little “nuculur” accident.
In sports last night, the Knowledge Bowl team
smacked Oxford, 470 to 230 points. Crushed ’em.
Birthdays today for Vincent Van Gogh, Eric
Clapton, and MC Hammer.
In the Dining Hall today, we have a menu change
for the main line – country fried steak, mashed
potatoes, and squash medley, and a lot of pizza
varieties, including the grilled vegetable pizza.
Who eats that?

It’s a national holiday today in Morocco.
More importantly here at MUS, it’s Doughnut
Eve, we’re on the cusp of Doughnut Day. Your
assignment in homeroom is to make sure that
doughnut assignment is confirmed. That’s right.
Think ambrosia, the food of the gods, man does
not live by bread alone.
Tonight: the JV and Varsity basketball teams travel to CBHS. Very small gym. If you don’t go early,
you’re late.
This is root canal awareness week. Be aware.
Today’s crime report is lengthy – a number of
miscreants. If you hear your name you’d be wise
to leave your homeroom immediately and go
queue up outside Coach Counce’s office.
I don’t know what you’re doing August 21 of
this year, and you probably don’t either, but there
will be a total solar eclipse. I’ve been announcing
this for six years. It’s finally here, it’s coming, an
impressive total eclipse lasting over two and a
half minutes, and you can see it when it crosses
Tennessee. Don’t miss it, because there’s not
another one for a long, long time.
Have a good day, and Upper School homerooms,
you’re dismissed.
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2005 Baccalaureate Address, Second Presbyterian Church

he seventh chapter of
Ecclesiastes begins with
a familiar proverb – “a
good name is better than
fine perfume … ”– and we
expect a similar statement
to follow as the structure
of Hebrew poetry would
suggest, something on
the order of “and to be
esteemed is more
desirable than great riches,” as we get
in the book of Proverbs (Proverbs 22.1).
What we get, though, in Ecclesiastes is
startling: After “a good name is better

indicate whether you have lived wisely
or foolishly.
This past week, I attended the funeral
of Buddy Morrison, for nearly 20 years a
trustee of MUS, Board Chairman from
1983-1988, one of the most generous
people I have ever known, and a man
who took the word trustee seriously.
Friends from all walks of life turned
out for the visitation and again for
the funeral – farmers, lawyers, bank
presidents, Cotton Carnival kings, duck
hunters, educators, money managers,
men in their late 40s and early 50s who
in their youth had felt Buddy’s shoeprint
on their backsides when they needed
it and felt his encouraging arm around
them when they needed that. Though

because it has no foundation. What is
true of houses is true of lives as well.
We build well or we build foolishly.
We live our lives with serious purpose
or we live foolishly. When the storms
come, we will know whether we have
built wisely or foolishly. And they will
come – the vicissitudes of our existence,
uncertainty, disappointments, broken
relationships, discouragement, and the
final storm, death.
If we spend time in the house of
mourning, we are reminded that our
lives also will end and that a solid, wise
foundation for life rests on the principles
Jesus expounds in the Sermon on the
Mount:
Humility, mercy, forgiveness,

Although laughter and humor are an indispensable part
of what makes life pleasant and worthwhile, underneath it
all, life is serious business, and how you understand it, what
you do with it, and how you live it will indicate whether you
have lived wisely or foolishly.
than fine perfume” we get “and the day
of death better than the day of birth.”
The writer has my attention now; so I
read on to find out what he means. He
continues, “It is better to go to a house
of mourning than to go to a house of
feasting, for death is the destiny of every
man; the living should take this to heart.
The heart of the wise is in the house of
mourning, but the heart of fools is in the
house of pleasure.”
I think I understand something of
what the author was getting at. Life is
serious business. Although laughter and
humor are an indispensable part of what
makes life pleasant and worthwhile,
underneath it all, life is serious business,
and how you understand it, what you
do with it, and how you live it will
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he at times “walked with kings,” he
never lost “the common touch” (Kipling,
“If ”). He was a man who embodied the
virtues that make life truly life – decency,
honesty, hard work, perseverance,
compassion, loyalty, generosity. He had
a good name. He was faithful to the
trust that MUS had given him, and he
was faithful to the gifts that God had
entrusted him with.
His favorite biblical passage was the
parable at the end of the Sermon on
the Mount. You know the story. A wise
man builds his house on rock. Rains
and floods come, winds blow, but the
house endures because it has a secure
foundation. A foolish man builds his
house on sand. Rains and floods come,
winds blow, and the house collapses

peacemaking
Faithfulness to our word
Taking the initiative in reconciling
with one another
Being kind to the ungrateful
Doing our acts of righteousness
with no expectation of being seen or
applauded by others
Not storing up treasures on earth
Seeking first his kingdom and his
righteousness
Our dealings with one another are
made easier because our Honor Code
allows us to trust one another. I want you
to think today, however, about another
way in which we use the word trust: the
responsibility or obligation or duty that
one has from having been given property
or gifts to manage for another person,

as in trust fund or trust company or trusteeship.
You have been entrusted with gifts and abilities
from God. You didn’t ask for them, but you have
them nonetheless, and you have a responsibility to
manage them responsibly in the service of others.
You are a steward; you are a trustee of the gifts of
God. What will you do with what you have been
given? That’s a question you’ve been answering and
that you’ll continue to answer the rest of your life.
Paul tells us in his letter to the church in
Corinth, “Now it is required that those who have
been given a trust must prove faithful.” In the
parable of the talents, our Lord suggests that if you
are a good and faithful steward with a few things,
you will have the opportunity to be entrusted
with much more. Peter says, “Each one should
use whatever gift he has received to serve others,
faithfully administering God’s grace in its various
forms.” That’s our task as trustees of the grace of
God because eventually “each of us will give an
account of himself to God.” Will you be faithful
with that which God has entrusted to you? I
believe that you will.
Col. Lynn, first headmaster of MUS, used to put
this bit of verse in each graduate’s diploma folder:
You have been given a bag of tools,
A formless rock and a book of rules,
And each must make, ere life has flown,
A stumbling-block or a stepping-stone.

MUS Today, Summer 2001

I

want future generations of boys to enjoy MUS, and I want them
to have an MUS even better than the one we have today. That
goal will require the dedication and involvement and support of all
our alumni. “One generation passes away, and another generation
comes,” said the writer in Ecclesiastes. I’d like to believe that MUS
will abide. With your help, it will.
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Delivered to assembled students on Convocation Day, 2016
elcome to
a new school
year, and a very
special welcome
to our 122 new
students.
Living school
year by school year
provides all of us a
kind of clean slate, a chance to start new
every school year. Students who have had
success in the past must prove themselves
again. They will. Students who have not
done their best have a fresh opportunity
to do their best this year without any
baggage from previous years hanging
over them.
We are not merely marking time or
playing around. We have fun, but supporting all that we do is a serious purpose and
a way of education that is time-tested, the
effectiveness of which is attested to by our
alumni. You are young men of outstanding
aptitude and ability, young men of great
expectations, and each of you is of great
worth. We will challenge you, and we will
hold you accountable because we want
you to develop the kind of character that
will make you successful in college and in
life.

1) Show Respect

Treat everyone the way you want to be
treated. Respect the faculty, and respect
one another. Answer your teachers with
“yes, sir” and “no, sir” or yes, ma’am” and
no, ma’am.” Stand when a teacher or a
guest enters the classroom. Respect and
honor your parents, who are sacrificing so
that you can attend MUS. Do to others as
you would have them do to you.

2) Take Responsibility

Take responsibility for yourself. Don’t
blame others. Don’t see yourself as a
victim. Work hard every day. Organize. Review. Write it down. Practice. Do what you
should do and what you must do before
you do only that which you want to do.

3) Expect More of Yourself This Year
Set high goals, and don’t sell yourself
short. No matter what you have done in
the past, do better. And never give up. Get
involved in activities here at school. Don’t
be a mere spectator.
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4) Accept Yourself

Know and accept your strengths and
weaknesses. Don’t judge your worth by
measuring your best against another student’s best. What is important is your own
P.R. (personal record), not whether you do
as well as someone else, but whether you
do as well as you can. People are not equal
[except] in the sense that we all enjoy a
common humanity. Understand that by
nature and by training, some are better
than others at various activities.
I hope that some of you older students will go out of your way to befriend
our new students and make them feel welcome and a part of MUS. Reach out to the
shy person or to the person who is not so
popular. Stand up for other students when
they’re being treated unfairly. Take the
time to listen to the friend who’s having
a difficult time. Don’t hide your faith and
your beliefs, especially in this world that
seems to have gone mad with political
correctness.

Athenian Oath of Citizenship: “We will
never bring disgrace on this our school by
an act of dishonesty or cowardice. We will
fight for the ideals and sacred things of the
school both alone and with many. We will
revere and obey the school’s laws and will
do our best to incite a like reverence and
respect in those students who are prone
to annul them or set them at naught. Thus
in all ways, we will transmit this school
greater and more beautiful than it was
transmitted to us.”
Am I my brother’s keeper? Yes, you
are. We live in a culture that preaches
that if someone is doing something that
doesn’t harm you directly, then it’s none of
your business. Don’t buy into that notion.
If you know that one of your friends is
talking about suicide, report it. Report situations that can potentially hurt another
student or damage the reputation of the
school. I am jealous of the reputation of
this great school. You should be as well.
To all of us: If we are to become part

You would do well to paraphrase the Athenian
Oath of Citizenship: “We will never bring disgrace
on this our school by an act of dishonesty or
cowardice. We will fight for the ideals and sacred
things of the school both alone and with many.”
A word to our seniors: I look to you to
provide leadership for the school ( for all
of us) if we are to accomplish any greatness this year. This is your last year. I am
paraphrasing Woodrow Wilson here: You
have but a brief moment in the long life of
this institution. But while you live, MUS
lives through you. You must accept stewardship of the great traditions of MUS.
You must pass on to younger students the
sound traditions and worthy beliefs you
yourselves inherited from older students
who are now alumni. Sharing a remembered and celebrated history holds us
together. Cherish the legacy you have
inherited from the men and women of the
past who sacrificed to build this school.
You would do well to paraphrase the

of MUS in the deepest sense, to benefit most from our time here, we must
diminish our desire to do only that which
we think benefits us, we must lessen our
desire to “do whatever we want whenever we want,” and we must support one
another. Membership in this community
is a privilege, not a right. We must embrace the values, the assumptions, the
expectations, and the code of conduct of
the community. Many of these values and
expectations are embodied in what we call
our Community Creed.
John Buchan, Scottish novelist and
author of The 39 Steps, once said, “No great
cause is ever lost or won. The battle must
always be renewed, and the creed must
always be restated.”

Illustration by Greg Cravens

MUS Today, April 2006
Late each July, Ellis Haguewood has sent a letter summoning faculty
back to work. Following are a few pearls gathered over the years.

You may now add me to the long list of invidious souls who have
already reminded you that your summer is almost over.
During in-service week, our own people will head up all the
programs. (Remember that “a consultant is just an ordinary
person a long way from home.”)
Following lunch, we’ll have a critical-thinking-less afternoon
meeting or two.
Though I run the risk of violating John Randolph’s famous axiom,
“Never needlessly disturb a thing at rest,” I nonetheless call your
attention to the beginning of our next school year.
“The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and we are not saved.”
(Jeremiah 8:20)
Actually, you do have a few more halcyon days, but pre-season
training camp begins Monday.
Your spouse/significant other/date and your children are invited
to join you on Friday evening for picnic fare in the Dining Hall.
This informal event gives your family the opportunity to meet your
colleagues and their families and to better commiserate with you
later in the year.
May the words of the Wizard of Oz - “I can’t give you brains, but
I can give you a diploma,” - comfort you as you contemplate your
work ahead.

S

ports provide a
civilized way for men
to compete and to
motivate themselves to
mastery. “Iron sharpens
iron, and one man sharpens
another,” says the Proverb.
Sports, especially team
sports, can teach lessons
about life and about 		
ourselves – perseverance in
the face of adversity, selfless
loyalty to teammates and
school, courage to compete,
and teamwork in pursuit 		
of lofty goals.
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Faculty Address at Inservice, August 2016

he best definition of education
I’ve ever heard is this: “Education is the encouragement
and enhancement of wit and
character” – wit here meaning
intelligence, discernment,
keenness of perception, judgment; character meaning
civility, honesty, perseverance, strength,
courage, compassion, resilience.
To me, the first rule of teaching is
the same as that of medicine: Do no
harm. The famous quotation by Henry
Adams, “A teacher affects eternity. He
can never tell where his influence stops,”
is in context really a warning about the
seriousness of teaching and the possible
harm that can be done when we don’t do
it well.
The end of education, I believe, is
to produce virtuous people – men and
women of courage, integrity, compassion, perseverance, generosity, and selflessness. As the Harry Emerson Fosdick
hymn suggests, we dare not allow our
students to be “rich in things and poor
in soul.” Col. Lynn said in an address to
the faculty in 1975, “The goal of a school
should be to educate children to be wise
and good people. An academic education is not enough. There must also be a
commitment to teaching morality.” The
final usefulness, if not the success of the
child’s intellectual education, depends on
that moral education, which begins and
largely takes place in the family.
We teach by precept ( for example,
the Honor Code, our Community Creed,
our code of conduct, our Christian tradition). We teach that some ideas are right,
some are wrong. Some ideas are better
than others. Not all ideas are equal. Not
all opinions are equal.
We teach by example. We demonstrate with our own lives what we want
from students: punctuality, respect, high
standards, self-discipline, attention to
detail, organization, etc. We serve as
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role models, who have lived and grown
ourselves, who can serve as examples
to emulate. We teach discernment and
wisdom with our own lives – in the classroom, on the playing fields, on the stage,
and in the halls – and we use words when
necessary.
John Kemper, longtime headmaster at
Andover, remarked, “Every contact with a
student communicates what the teacher
is and stands for as a person; his love
of things of the mind, his integrity, his
moral values.”
Back in 1973 John Murry Springfield
sent a memo to his faculty that included the following words: “We expect a
great deal of the boys – courtesy, dignity,
rational thought and behavior, self-possession. Can we really foster these characteristics by conducting ourselves otherwise? Can we recognize their dignity
by using sarcasm or putting them down?
Can we expect self-control from them if
we at times lose our own self-control and
do or say things that calmer moments
would have allowed us to see were not
proper or logical or dignified?”
We teach by creating experiences
that teach good habits. We set expectations and then hold students accountable
– over and over again. For example, if we
want to create perseverance, we make
them work hard – without quitting. If we
want to teach responsibility, we assign a
task and then hold them accountable. We
test them in various ways so that every
time they do the right thing, every time
they exhibit the right attitudes, every
time they resist inappropriate urges, they
build inner strength for the tougher tests
that will face them ahead. We create
experiences inside and outside the classroom that they live through that allow
them to imbibe and inculcate virtues
without realizing that they are building
character.
I believe strongly that the richness and depth of your course and the
strength and depth of your character as a
teacher are far more important than your
pedagogy or your delivery process. The
more you know about the subject you are

teaching, the better teacher you will be.
If you are a math teacher, you’re better off
taking math classes than taking classes
about how to teach math. One of the
problems with contemporary education
is the way that we have undermined the
authority of subject-based knowledge.
Teachers are seen as mentors and facilitators, rather than as people who have
authority based upon an understanding of their subject. If knowledge is our
business, it seems reasonable to assume
that we would recruit teachers with
knowledge. Of course, we would need to
ascertain that these recruits are competent in the classroom.
In education we continually come
across the argument that the old is bad;
we are after all living in the 21st century.
The world of education has an obsession
with novelty, and the mantra, “We live in
a rapidly changing world,” or, “We must
be all about 21st century education,” implies that everything we have done in the
past is useless. This belief is destabilizing,
especially for education. The result is that
education ceases to have an intergenerational dynamic, where older generations
(even centuries before) communicate
their insights with the young. Teaching is
about inculturation, passing on the best
of what has been said and written and
thought to the next generation, binding
generations together, binding the nation
together with a common culture, a common memory, and a common vocabulary.
Of course the way we deliver knowledge
will change over time with technology
but what we teach must have elements
that never change, that we will never
willingly let die.
You must have a sense of humor and a
perspective that will keep you from buying into all the new ideas of education,
promoted by those who call themselves
experts. In the final analysis, there is very
little that is new under the sun. Many
of today’s new theories are old theories
dressed in new clothing by educational
“consultants.” I recently listened to a
consultant who is making a good bit of
money by telling parents and schools

that being outside in nature is good for
children. He was a bit wordier than that
and more philosophical, of course, but
Wordsworth said it much more beautifully and more memorably a long time
ago.
Another problem is the idea that
unless lessons are relevant, children will
be switched off and bored. But the truth
is that any form of real education based
upon intellectual ideas will by definition
be irrelevant to their daily lives. The purpose of education is precisely to engage
young people in issues which do not
arise out of their immediate experience.
Because of the whole self-esteem
movement years ago, which is based on
trying to make people feel better about
themselves, the way students feel has

any kind of understanding.
“True safety is to be found in long
previous training and not in eloquent
exhortations uttered when … going into
action.” Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian Wars.
Strive for excellence in whatever you
do (inside and outside the classroom)
because that commitment allows young
people to find meaning in what they do
at school, to play a role in something
greater than themselves, to discover a
sense of competence and thus confidence in themselves and in their abilities.
If what we do at school with our classes, our sports, our arts programs, our
community service, our publications, if
these lack a significant challenge, if they
are not engaging, if the students perceive

accountability, proper parking – but it
never loses sight of the ultimate goal: a
student who respects authority, himself,
his fellows, and their property. It requires
rules and order imposed by adults, but
it never loses sight of the ultimate goal:
self-disciplined men and women who
manage their lives and their emotions
well, who motivate themselves to take
the noblest course of action, even when
it opposes their desires.
The child who has never been controlled can never control himself. And
there is no insecurity like being unable to
control oneself. Do not permit what you
do not soberly approve. Set limits and see
that they are kept. Words like control,
obedience, authority, discipline offend
the sentimental liberalism of too many

Col. Lynn said in an address to the faculty in 1975, “The goal of a school should
be to educate children to be wise and good people. An academic education is
not enough. There must also be a commitment to teaching morality.”
become more important than what they
learn. Good teachers have always been
concerned about the well-being of their
students. But the way to increase a child’s
confidence, the way to make the child
feel better about himself, is through the
confidence he gains from understanding
the world. The more a school focuses
on social policy, the more the school is
distracted from what it is really there to
do, which is to educate students.
Do not diminish the importance of
drill and practice as part of a student’s
education. Lacrosse players, dancers,
football linemen, pianists, actors, and
basketball players repeatedly practice to
get better. Complex intellectual activities, one’s analytical ability, his understanding of the interrelatedness of things
– what we are truly interested in enhancing – depend on facts and knowledge,
and it is absurd to dismiss all knowledge
of a subject or drill and practice activities
as low-level. They are in fact essential to

that the quality of their performance is
not critical, then the experiences lack the
capacity to transform. Work is of relatively little psychological value to children
unless it is needed. We must give them
something imperative to do with their
energy.
Lord James Bryce once wisely
observed that “To the vast majority of
mankind nothing is more agreeable than
to escape the need for mental exertion.”
What we seek to produce eventually is
a student who wills himself to do that
which he should and must do rather than
what he might want to do. Self-discipline
in students will not develop in a school
devoid of adult-imposed law and order.
Law and order in a school includes
not only the rules necessary to give all
students appropriate opportunities for
growth and social intercourse within
the school but also respect for that
which God demands. Law and order in a
school requires a dress code, punctuality,

American parents. When should we turn
over authority to the child? When the
child stops reaching for authority and
reaches for responsibility.
Your influence will extend beyond
your lifetime, but your influence is often
more indirect than direct. Your work is
long-term. You may not see immediate
results. Concentrate your influence on
the equipping of others to accomplish
goals.
At our opening Convocation in 2003,
Kent Syverud, then Dean of the Law
School at Vanderbilt, said, “To be a great
teacher, you have to believe in each one
of your students, including the guy like
me who is hiding in the back and coasting along with B’s and C’s. You have to
believe, even if you have taught hundreds
of boys before, that each one you teach
this new year holds the potential for his
own unique greatness. You have to teach
them one at a time, and that’s hard and
exhausting and a great calling, the most
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noble profession there is.”
Outside the home, the greatest influence on
young people is good teachers. The single most
important criterion of a great school or even a
good school is the quality of its teachers, teachers whose competence and disposition become
transformational in the lives of their students.
This is a great school. But every school is
an organism, and its life is never static. We’re
either getting better or we’re getting worse. We’re
moving forward, or we’re sliding backward. We’re
slowly moving toward excellence, or we’re slowly
moving toward mediocrity.
Coach Saban at Alabama wrote, “People think
success is a continuum. Success is momentary.
And to be really successful, you have to have consistency in performance, so you have to have it
over the long term. The challenge is always when
you have success, people tend to forget what
made them successful. And complacency creates
a blatant disregard for doing the right things or
continuing to do the things that you’ve always
done to help you be successful. The human condition is not to be the best you can be. Our biggest
enemy is complacency.”

MUS Today, March 2009

I

believe that MUS is
a great school. We
are quite serious about
what we do, but I have
always believed that
part of the greatness
of MUS is that we have
never taken ourselves
too seriously.
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A Prayer for Teachers – delivered at
White Station Church of Christ for a
special service honoring teachers

W

e are thankful that you
have blessed the men
and women whom we
honor tonight with
the gift of teaching and that they
are exercising that gift well. We are
grateful that they see teaching as a
“calling,” not just as a job. We value
them and what they do, and we
commend them to you.
We are deeply grateful for the
commitment they bring to the task,
For the skills they teach and the
academic excellence they demand,
For the minds they train and the
citizenship they cultivate,
For the cultural wisdom they
transmit from one generation to the
next,
For the love of beauty they inspire,
For the connections to the past
they open and the preparation for
the future they furnish,
For the role models they provide
their students of what it means to
be an adult, or what it means to be a
man or a woman, of what it means
to be a Christian.
Most of all, we are grateful for
the moral character they develop,
the virtues they inculcate, whether
directly or indirectly: respect for
others, perseverance, honesty,
individual responsibility and

accountability, courtesy, teamwork,
self-discipline, compassion.
For the steady, consistent,
memorable experiences they create
in the classroom or on the playing
field – experiences that form a
storehouse that students can mine
years later.
It’s not easy, this business of
teaching. Parents don’t always trust,
and students don’t always listen.
We know that even Jesus, the great
teacher, had a similar experience.
So our prayer for teachers
tonight is this: that You will give
our teachers strength, stamina,
fewer discouragements, fewer
interferences from whatever hinders
them. Protect them from cynicism
and a sense of futility. Give them a
sense of worth.
Put people in their lives who
remind them that their best efforts
aim not at seeing what their
students are now, but what they can
become, because their students are
still malleable. Give them a longrange view, and peace in knowing
that the profound and enduring
effects we want will take a long time.
Most of all, encourage them, as we
hope that this service tonight will
encourage them.
In the name of Jesus, Amen.

MUS Today, September 2011

… there are fundamental values and
traditions here that must not change.
There are characteristics and ideals that
we must never willingly let die. They
define the school, and without them,
we are not MUS.

Illustration by Greg Cravens

Ellis Haguewood’s invitations to join the Birthday Club,
sent to the administrative staff each summer, were both
persuasive and entertaining.

It’s August (incidentally, some wonderful
people were born in August*), and it’s time
to renew your premium membership in the
MUS Birthday Club, a once-a-year offer
that entitles you to a thick slab of succulent
goodness each month. All of you are invited.
Only a few losers remain on the sideline
each year. You know the drill: “I’m going to
lose weight. I’m going to exercise every day.
I’m going to go on a diet and stick to it …
Wait! Is that cake?” Yes, it is.
Our society is divided, splitting apart.
People say that we’re sorely in need of a
leader who can unify us. Hogwash! I submit
that what we’re looking for is not a leader,
it’s not more conversation, it’s not holding
hands and listening to one another—it’s
cake. Cake brings us together. It heals. It
represents all those values that make us
America, the eternal verities that make us
a real community.
You may ask, “But what about me? Am I
worthy enough? Will they allow me to be a
part of such an elite group? I’ll answer that
with a question: “Do you have 25 bucks?
Birthday Club won’t solve all your problems.

You have way too many. But you can find a
measure of love and friendship and shared
group-values with Birthday Club. Okay,
you may have to compromise your integrity
occasionally to wish certain people a happy
birthday; but that’s a small price to pay for
a piece of cake.
We’ll make it easy for you when it’s your
birthday, too. You get only one candle. We
know you’re getting old. It’s like, “See if you
can blow this out.”
We thank our Birthday Club president-for-life Ann Laughlin, who takes care
of all the arrangements—ordering the cake,
picking up the cake, buying the birthday
cards, reminding us to come sign the cards.
Like Hillary, we have our own personal
server.
Think of it. Only $25, less than what you
are currently paying for one session with
your therapist. Pay now for a year of golden
memories with people you can pretend are
your friends and people you can pretend
to like. Pay now and avoid the long lines in
front of Treasurer Melissa Saenger’s office.
Hoopla, merrymaking, and cake. It doesn’t
get any better than that.
*Mr. Haguewood’s birthday is in August.
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THE LAST WORD

Of Ellis Haguewood on His 20th Year as
Headmaster of Memphis University School
by Norman Thompson
Reprinted from MUS Today, Summer 2015

If, as has been observed by thinkers and artists throughout recorded history, a hero
is the intersection of the right man (or woman) and the exigencies of the time, then
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood is a hero, at least so considered by the MUS community.
Now, Ellis Haguewood would be nonplussed, even mortified, to be branded with this
(he would say) hyperbolic epithet.
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But he stepped forward from the ranks
of his peers, where he had been soldiering,
fighting the good fight as a respected
English teacher for a couple of decades, to
guide MUS through dark and murky waters.
The school at the time was not entirely
rudderless, but was deemed by many to be
listing, faltering with an unsteady hand on
the helm, a time of low morale and uncertainty. It was then that Ellis Haguewood,
like Shakespeare’s young Prince Hal, the
future King Henry V, the English national
hero, rose “... from the ground like
feathered Mercury,
And vaulted with such ease into his seat
As if an angel dropped down from the
clouds.”
And so he seemed to many here at the
time, a turbulent time now 20 years past.
Ellis Haguewood’s accomplishments
before and since assuming the office of
headmaster are beyond the scope of my
remarks here, but when I say that they are
daunting, I understate them. Glancing over
a list compiled to mark this milestone, I
am awed by his accomplishments, many
unknown to me, as he in characteristic
humility does not vaunt them. Director of
Athletics Bobby Alston recently noted
that under Ellis Haguewood’s leadership,
MUS teams have won more than four dozen
athletic state championships and had numerous runner-up finishes and regional championships. He also observed that the athletic
accomplishments “have come at no expense
to the school’s academic mission. MUS is
consistently among the top five schools in
the state in the number of National Merit
Semifinalists that it produces. The average
ACT score for MUS students over the last
five years is 29.”
During the Haguewood era the campus
has been largely made over. Improvements
include the construction of Dunavant Upper
School, the Campus Center, and Thomas
Amphitheater, plus technological additions,
such as computer labs, the AP Chemistry
Lab, and Robotics Lab. He has overseen the
renovation of athletic facilities, including
the stadium and track, baseball diamond and

grandstand, lacrosse fields, tennis center,
and multisports building, featuring four
indoor tennis courts.
Supporting many campus works and
operations, under his watch the Annual
Fund has grown from $250,000 annually
in 1995-96 to $1.3 million today, and the
Doors to New Opportunities Campaign
raised $22 million. He has led all these
efforts, and more, continuously exhibiting
the noblest character.
My assessment of Ellis Haguewood
includes, but is not limited to, his myriad
accomplishments and deserved accolades.
He is the epitome of the traditionalist, as his
many writings and speeches will attest. His
belief system is founded on centuries-old
traditions: the Bible and the literature of the
Western World. Regarding education, he is,
as the current cliché goes, “old school,” a
label that I mean as the highest praise. But
he is much more than a wise and learned
teacher. He is, as Shakespeare has Hamlet
say of his mentor, “a fellow of infinite jest,
of most excellent fancy.” His wry humor
(sometimes not apparent to those who don’t
know him well) makes him not only an
amiable acquaintance but also a mesmerizing communicator. Many a time have I
heard excellent speakers express trepidation
and frustration at having to follow him to
the podium microphone.
But Ellis Haguewood is more than
a hidebound traditionalist. He is also,
paradoxically, an imaginative innovator.
He habitually makes something out of
nothing. Back in the day (as another cliché
goes) when he was yearbook advisor, he
transformed the drudgery of taking student
photographs into the legendary “School Day
Picture Day,” a day of mock grandeur and
stupefying silliness. He instituted the more
recent (and more serious) Convocation Day,
a day in which much preparation for the
first days of school is accomplished, but
also a day in which the value of education
and good character is reaffirmed. Many
of us are grateful also to him as friend
and role model.
On an even more personal note, 		

Ellis Haguewood is a hero to me for his
many kindnesses ladled on me over the
last 43 years. Not least among these was
his willingness to deliver the eulogy at my
father’s funeral. Though he had never met
my beloved and respected father, he listened
to me speak of him, the chief influence for
good in my life, and then he delivered an
encomium that I could not hope to approximate on my best day. I could not then, nor
can I now, find words adequate to express
my gratitude.
His kindnesses to me go back decades.
Twice my wife, Carole, was hospitalized,
once for an invasive operation, and later,
in 1979, for the birth of our daughter. On
both occasions, long before he became
headmaster and might then feel some
employer/employee obligation, he visited
her almost every day of her confinement.
She asserts that he spent more time visiting
her than did I, an assertion perhaps not
far from the truth. Those visits, which she
remembers fondly to this day, have made
Ellis Haguewood one of her heroes.
These few brief anecdotes and observations merely hint at my debt to and respect
for the man. And I know that what he has
done for me he has done for many others.
Joseph Campbell, the great American
mythologist, remarked that “a hero is
someone who gives his or her life to
something bigger than oneself.” Does this
not define Ellis Haguewood, a man who has
given the greater part of his life to an ideal,
a place where excellence in all things is the
mandate, and where it is sought by the light
of moral and spiritual transcendence? The
goal? To forge well-rounded young men of
strong moral character.
I ask about Ellis Haguewood, as did
Mark Antony about his hero Julius Caesar,
“When comes such another?”

Norman Thompson has been an MUS
instructor in English since 1972, and he
holds the L. Edwin Eleazer III Chair of
Excellence in Teaching.
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AFTERWORD

THE WRITER OF ECCLESIASTES once gave this piece of excellent advice: “Do not say, ‘Why were
the old days better than these?’ For it is not wise to ask such questions.” (7:10)

As tempting as it may be to talk about MUS Past as if those were the good old days, I know better.
These are the good old days, and we are a far better school today in most ways than we were 50
years ago. As Marcel Proust said, “Remembrance of things past is not necessarily remembrance of
things as they were.”
I do have some very happy memories of the old days, however. I remember

Roaches by night and termite swarms each spring

Colonel Lynn and the Friday assembly speaker walking in from the Hyde Chapel foyer to the stage
as students and faculty stood
“15 Snappy Rah’s” from Colonel Lynn and Gene Thorn

Special friendships with colleagues, like Norman Thompson, the quintessential MUS English scholar/teacher, sharing a closet-sized office with him for many years, working together on vocabulary
tests for freshmen and juniors, swapping grammar exercises
Independent study on the American novel with Linton Weeks ’72
My wife, Peggy, supporting all activities of the school

Teaching five classes above the chapel the first year at MUS

Friday night football on Hull-Dobbs Field, Tuesday- and Friday-night basketball in the
Todd-Snowden Gymnasium
Teaching the English elective called “Man’s Search for Himself”

Overpass railroad construction on Ridgeway and creation of the “airstrip” parking lot

My old classroom, Room 3, concrete blocks, arched wooden beams, and terrazzo floor
School Day Picture Day as E. Buddy

Saturdays at school working on the yearbook

Playoff-game road trips to exotic locales like Milan, White House, Marshall County, Humboldt
Teaching a survey of American literature elective

Playing on the faculty slow-pitch softball team with Gene Thorn on the mound
Working with the best faculty and staff in the Mid-South

My son, Alan, in Coach Peters’ basketball camp summer after summer
Big Boys on the campus and pumpkins on the cupola

Turning into the old entrance to campus off Park Avenue

Faculty lounge stories amid the smoke and haze during lunch

r
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An always sticky floor in the Student Lounge

The “Doors to New Opportunities” capital campaign that transformed the campus

Working with great chairmen of the board: Kent Wunderlich, Ben Adams, Trow Gillespie,
Bob Loeb, and Sam Graham
Teaching an Old Testament survey course to seventh graders

Speaking at the funerals of Buddy Morrison, Tom Hutton, and Wayne Duff

My daughter, Lisa, sliding down the hill surrounding Lake Bowman on a cardboard box
The monsoon during the state championship football game in 1984 at Vanderbilt

Our state football championship the next year and Andy McCarroll’s incredible touchdown run
A state basketball championship at David Lipscomb in 2007
Many a lacrosse state championship

The kindnesses of Jim Russell, English Department chairman

w

Many an outstanding play or musical in Hyde Chapel
The time capsule, buried in 1994

Mystery meat and noodle goo in the Clack

Gra
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I have been blessed in many significant and substantial ways
since 1995 when I was entrusted with the responsibilities that
inhere with the position of headmaster, and I owe an immense
debt of gratitude to our Board of Trustees, our faculty, our students and alumni, their parents, and my family. My wife, Peggy,
and I are deeply grateful for the gracious acceptance of the MUS
community and for the many kindnesses and courtesies extended
to us over the years.

nt Burke

The birth of Beg To Differ

The success of Memphis University School belongs, in large part,
to the men and women of the faculty, who have given their lives to
serve the boys of MUS faithfully and selflessly. They have shaped
and nurtured their students, and they have created the tradition and
continuity that have produced not only the outstanding reputation of
excellence that we enjoy but also the reality of excellence that marks
this great school.

It has been my honor to serve with them. I will miss them, and I will
miss this great school that has given me a sense of place and that has
been a center that held throughout my career here. How blessed I am to
have had the friends and experiences and memories that make saying
goodbye very difficult!
						 – Ellis Haguewood
						
r
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From The Owl 1983: Renowned yearbook advisor Ellis Haguewood (at the top) gives his section editors a helpful push onward. Top
row from left, Richard Jung’s and Scott King’s feet (sorry, guys!), Fort Denton, Larry Lee; middle row, Fred Hidaji, Chapman Dewey,
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